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Introduction

W

hat percentage of dieters do you think successfully keep the weight off or
longer than 2 years? 80%? 75%? Maybe 50%? The shocking reality is that of all
the people who subscribe to weight loss diets only about 15% keep it off or
good. A whopping 85% regain all of the hard worked-off pounds (and o ten more) over
the following 2 years.
Perhaps you’ve tried diets, pills, shakes, juices, fasts - the list goes on and on – all in a bid
to downsize your silhouette and upscale your confiden e. But the very fact that you’re
reading this now shows that they weren’t the answer for you.
So what makes us different? We are not about fads, gimmicks or empty promises - just
proven science - that works!
Health experts view the body very differently now than they did years ago, when many
outdated weight loss methods were devised that remain to this very day. We now
understand that our bodies are complex machines, which function as an integrated and
sophisticated system - far more advanced than any computer or gadget that has been or
ever will be invented. It was discovered that rather than focusing on treating individual
symptoms, target health goals were met far more successfully when all of the body
systems came into play. When the body systems work together in harmony, ailments are
alleviated, diseases are more likely to heal, degenerative illness is prevented and long
term successful weight loss is achieved.
Who knew that in order to reach your ideal weight and stay there you need to focus on
supporting your liver, on balancing your insulin levels, on striking hormonal equilibrium
and on eating plenty of the right types of fats!? These are just some of the methods that
when professionally directed and implemented in unison generate a winning weight
loss formula. And a formula that has shaped this book.
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Sounds pretty complicated, right? Wrong! We have created this book to take the hard
work out of it for you. Each of our chapters are broken down into bite-sized pieces, ready
for you to devour, digest and put into action! Think of it as having a team of experts by
your side to guide, advise and support you throughout. We have taken it upon ourselves
to make everything as easy as possible for you. So whether you’re a social butterfl , girlabout-town or a busy mom dashing from school run to soccer practice, we’ll make this
slot into your world as effortlessly as possible.
And the best bit? This program not only marks a proficie t and completely natural
approach to scientifically backed eight loss methods, but it also serves as a multifaceted health and fitness verhaul. That’s right - you’re about to lose fat and gain a
whole lot of life! Here are just some of the perks:

__ A slimmer, more toned physique
__ Inches off of our body
__ A clearer complexion
__ Heightened immunity
__ A tighter jaw line and more toned face
__ Brighter eyes
__ A more youthful appearance
__ A happier head and more positive outlook
__ Bags more energy
__ An overall healthier body!
__ A good example to your children, partner,
friends and family

Phew…!
Pssst..! Just when you thought it couldn’t get any
better…oh look! ‘Cheat days’ are allowed, in fact they
are actively encouraged!
You will never again find ourself stuck in the sticky
web of weight loss industry lies. This isn’t about fads
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– you are different from all those ‘dieters’ out there. You are making subtle but hugely
powerful changes and reprogramming the way you eat. Yes, the time is here to shift
your focus from ‘dieting’ to nourishing and living right.
Now let’s not talk numbers…
This is not a book which is going to churn out generic empty promises that you will lose
‘X’ amount of pounds in ‘X’ amount of time. This isn’t because we are not 100% confide t
in your success but because everyone is different and the rate at which you reach your
goals will differ from one person to the next.
But you do need to settle down for a moment and consider what your goals are. This is
an important part of any successful weight loss journey. Set a goal to work toward and
then you have a vision to inspire you as you progress. You may have an ideal weight
that you have been in the past, or perhaps you have a pair of ‘Skinny’ jeans that you
are desperate to fit i to again. Whether you need to lose a little or lose a lot, set your
mind to a target. You may wish to visit your health practitioner to assist in this part of
the process. Alternatively, this may be a good time to delve into old photo albums and
magazines and sift through the archived section of your closet to search for inspiration.
Got it? Good, now you have an ‘end’ result in your head. Focus on that for a moment –
close your eyes and picture yourself now, how you feel and what you look like – then
insert an ‘after’ shot in your mind next to your current ‘before’ shot. How do you look
once you’ve achieved your goal? How do you feel? What are your wearing? Focus on,
and create the ‘after’ image with as much detail as possible. This ‘before and after’
mind map is a powerful tool which can psychologically help shape your achievements,
because sometimes the best place to start is right at the very end!
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Weight Loss Myths
Re-Bunked
Now it’s time to clear out the clutter – the untruths and false information that you may
have been fed in the past which are clouding your head and holding you back…

Myth You need to count calories
#1 This is FALSE simply because NOT ALL CALORIES

ARE CREATED EQUAL! You can eat 2000 calories
from clean, delicious and healthy food and
you can eat 2000 calories of nutritionally vacant slush –
your body will deal with this number in very different
ways… This is why calorie-controlled diets make little
sense. To illustrate this point, let’s take a piece of
salmon – approximately 300 calories crammed with
essential fatty acids, minerals and proteins which
nourish your brain, skin, heart and pretty much every
cell of your entire body – this food will be used to fuel
energy and burn fats too (much more on this later!) Let’s
now compare 300 calories in a candy bar. This is packed
with sugar, chemicals, low quality and hormone-laden dairy
and the ‘wrong’ types of fat which will send your blood sugar
levels flipping i to a frenzy. The result? A lifeless energy-sapped slump after 20 minutes
followed by more sugar cravings to yank you out of it. What’s more, your fat cells are
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now bulging as excess sugar is promptly shoved into your ‘problem areas’ where it will
stubbornly hibernate. Much more on this whole mess later, but you get the gist right?
Calorie counting is officially off the agenda o not waste your energy on warped logic.

Myth Fat makes you fat
NO IT DOESN’T! We NEED fats! Fats are vital for
#2 our
cells to function, for our brain to think
and our heart to beat. We even need them
to help keep us SLIM! The great demonization of fats
is one of the biggest weight loss misconceptions of
all time. It was based on a very simplistic logic that
eating fats equates to further fat storage. In fact it has
been proven time and time again that dietary fat is a
preferred source of energy for the body to use to burn
as fuel. The dark-age fat-bashing mentality is also based
on the concept that all fats are treated in the same way
by the body which is untrue, and a pivotal point which will
be further explored as you click and flip our pages! f you keep
your body well-oiled with the right fats, they will be burned as fuel
in a smoothly operating slimming machine. As you read on you will find out plenty more
about the weight gain irony of low-fat diets, as well as a breakthrough breakdown of the
different types of fat that we need. For now just understand that your body needs fats
for top-notch health and torching excess weight.

Myth You need to invest hours in the gym
Of course you need to exercise if you are serious about slimming down
#3 and
toning up, and if you are a gym bunny – that’s fantastic… BUT physical
activity and working out is not exclusive to the regimented confineme t of a
gym. Too often people are turned off y exercise because they think it means enduring
pain-filled and p ide-shattering regimens in a torture chamber-come-gym class.
Listen up! - A brisk walk is a fantastic form of exercise. It baffles us w many people
shell out a small fortune on gym membership yet wouldn’t dream of walking to the
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shops. If people walked more often and at a brisk pace
they would probably burn off just as much as a wice
or thrice weekly gym routine. Life throws us constant
opportunities to ‘work-out.’ Throughout this book
we have an array of clever tips to show you how to
incorporate calorie-blasting activities into your daily
life. Fitness is a lifestyle after all - walk more, do squats
in the shower, lunge while you blow dry your hair…
It is all about moving more! It is amazing how many
extra calories you’ll melt away by tweaking how you
go about your daily routine.
And of course, allocated workouts are hugely effective too,
but we now know that long grueling cardio sessions may not
be the most effici t way to stay in shape after all. Snappy stints
of intensive exercise as short as ten minutes have been proven to be highly effective
in the battle against the bulge. And with a touch of time management, everyone can
spare 10-15 minutes to work up a slimming sweat, right? What’s more, the internet is
positively buzzing with endorphin fuelled professional workout videos for you to blitz in
the comfort of your living room – heck you can even wear your pajamas…

Myth Eat less!
Time and time again you hear the stale
#4 weight-loss
mantra to ‘eat less and move
more’ – if it were truly that simple then
you wouldn’t be reading this now and there would
not exist a multi-million dollar weight loss industry.
The fact is, overweight people often don’t eat much
more than healthy slim people – it is just the types
of foods that are finding their ay onto their plate
that set the obese apart from the perky and slim.
Eating frequently is actually important for keeping your
metabolism fi ed up and everything ticking over nicely.
Frequent consumption of the ‘right’ foods will help keep
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you energy-fille , cravings-free and torching fat. This is the dream right? Losing weight
healthily doesn’t entail starvation – this is actually totally counter-productive. Depriving
your body of fuel for extended periods of time means that your metabolism will screech
to a pound-piling halt. Weight loss may be a short term effect of crash dieting, but then
it will ping back on in no time, bringing a bulge-load of reinforcements in its wake. The
same goes for consistently eating very few calories – the body is smart and will adapt
to your habits. It slows down the rate at which food is turned to energy – i.e. shooting
down your metabolism, and it will desperately clutch onto food to store as fat, by way of
preparing for when the next hunger strike hits.

Myth
#5

Eat Lots of FRUITS to stay slim

People are obsessed with eating fruit – for as long as weight loss books
and websites have existed, the visual adornment inevitably involves
an apple, a model smugly clutching an apple, or a model biting into an
apple… So no wonder we associate healthy living and weight loss with an
endless fling with the fruit b wl. The truth is that fruit is a fantastic source of vitamins
and minerals, as well as fibe , but it is also stuffed full of sugar. Fructose is a natural
sugar, sure, but it is dealt with by the body in the same way as other sugars. In fact
recent discoveries have linked it with fatty liver disease and weight gain, as fructose
is required to be metabolized by the liver, and too much is a burden, leading to a
sluggish system. No more than 1-2 portions of fruit are recommended daily, and
emphasis should be placed on an abundance of vegetables. Also, the way you eat fruit is
significa t – combining with protein is essential, and the types of fruit that you choose
also comes into the equation. In our carefully devised food plans you will find all th
fruitful guidance you need, but here’s just a little preview to tickle your interest.
The healthier fruits, carrying less of a sugar hit include:

__ Berries
__ Avocados
__ Apples
__ Pomegranates
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__ Slightly underripe bananas

__ Melons
__ Lemons
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How to Create A
Precisely Portioned Plate
Now this is one of the most vital lessons that you will learn, and why it comes so early
on in this book. It is a simple formula which is easy to remember and to apply to every
meal. And it will carry you far.
So we are all familiar with portion control. Well ‘precise portions’ is an extension of this
logic, by allocating exact portions of your plate to specific ood groups. Why?
Well, when foods are eaten in the correct ‘formula’
they will keep you feeling fuller for longer
which will serve to energize you, keep your
metabolism sparking along, regulate
insulin levels and quash food cravings.
If your plate is balanced in the ideal
equilibrium, and you punctuate your
meals with balanced snacks, you will
no longer experience those dips in
energy which send you in a zombielike trance toward the cookie jar.
The precisely portioned plate consists
of a ¼ protein, ½ non-starch vegetables
and the remainder complex carbohydrate,
such as brown rice or quinoa.
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A ¼ of your plate is dedicated to protein – portion equal to the size of your palm. Below
is our list of protein foods:

__ Eggs
__ Lean meat
__ Poultry
__ Fish
__ Sea Food

__ Dairy products
__ Tofu
__ Nuts
__ Seeds
__ Pulses

Protein foods are absolutely critical for a healthy
meal. They are burned slowly, they keep you feeling
full. Protein keeps the energy release from your meals
and snacks balanced and stable, which helps keep your
insulin levels in check.
Now there are proteins and there are proteins. Although
meat is an unrivalled source of many nutrients including iron
and B12, it is also an inflamm tory food so best not to feature in your
menu every day – 2-3 servings of lean, red meat a week is a good guideline. Try lean
proteins like fish, poult y and eggs – yes eggs! – Up to 8 a week is perfectly healthy, and
they are an incredibly rich source of protein, so get cracking! Nuts, seeds, pulses and live
natural yogurt are also examples that pack
a protein punch. Just schmooze the list
of proteins and make sure that a ¼
of your plate is always filled wit
one or more of them.
Now for the half of your plate
that is to be abundant in color
– your non-starch veggies! Now
feel free to experiment here.
Variation is key. One request
though – make sure it features
greens! Watercress, spinach, kale,
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cabbage, broccoli, arugula – eat them liberally. Aim for a wide spectrum of color on
your plate, just to load you up with nutrients that will overlook all the body functions
and promote healthy weight loss as well as a hefty list of other health perks. Also, think
beetroots, radishes, bell peppers, onions, leeks, asparagus, carrots, and the list goes on
and on.
So what about carbs? What a loaded question! Carbs have been demonized to the point
where we feel guilty if we look at a French fry. Relax people, we need carbohydrates!
Veggies and fruits constitute carbohydrates. Brown rice, sweet potato fries and quinoa
are examples of carbohydrate – they are good clean foods! The key when it comes to
carbs is choosing the right ones (complex carbohydrates) and
understanding portion control. Up to 2 tablespoons of brown
rice is suffici t to fill ou up alongside your other plate
components. The key when it comes to carbs is keeping the
portions in check.
Always go for ‘whole food’ complex carbohydrates like brown
rice, whole wheat, rye, millet, quinoa and barley. Refine
carbohydrates are where we say no (apart from on cheat days!)
These include all ‘white’ carbohydrates which have all of their nutrition and fibe
stripped out and promptly turn to sugar which lazily slumps into your fat pockets.
Now we haven’t mentioned fats! As far as ‘precise portions’ are concerned, fats are the
exclusive food group that have VIP access to any section. For example you might have
olives and avocados in your veggies section, you might have a piece of salmon on your
protein section, you might have seeds sprinkled on your rice; you might even have
cooked your veggies with coconut oil. Fats have a special right to go where they please
and you should aim to feature essential fats in all your meals. You’ll learn a lot more
about fats as we go on…
So what about snacks? In our meal plan we have created lots of delicious and healthy
snack ideas designed to nourish and delight your taste buds. They perfectly illustrate
how to put together your daily mini-meals. Remember in chapter 1 when we dispelled
the myth about fruit? It is still a good snack food, when COMBINED with protein – and
ONLY when combined with protein! Just don’t eat an entire fruit bowl’s worth in a day
- up to 1-2 portions of fresh fruit daily is advised. Combine with a small handful of nuts,
seeds, natural yogurt or pure nut butter.
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The Holy Grail of
Weight Loss Is
Blood Sugar Control
We’re all familiar with blood sugar dips – you know those moments where the dizziness
in your head propels you toward the nearest candy bar? This is your body’s way of
demanding fast-release fuel. You crave sugar or refined ca bohydrate because these
substances switch into action fast. The problem is that they drop as quickly as they hit,
leaving you slumped over your desk twenty minutes later and sniffing out our next fix
This flu tuation is one of the main culprits behind weight gain.
Well balanced blood sugar levels are vital for preventing energy crashes and cravings,
regulating hormones, turning stored fat into fuel and speeding up your metabolic rate –
all essential pieces to the fat-loss puzzle.
Here comes the science bit…
Following a meal, snack or drink, blood sugars rise in relation to the level of
carbohydrate/sugars consumed. Processed, refined ca bohydrates and sugars are
absorbed faster and stimulate a heftier insulin release. Insulin is secreted by our
panicked pancreas when an increase in sugar is detected in the bloodstream. Insulin
is responsible for handling the hit – stashing the toxic sugar away into cells and out of
harm’s way. Sugar is stored as fat cells in the body, thereby insulin increases fat storage
and prevents its release. This is such a key player in the weight gain game.
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It is low fat, low protein and high carbohydrate, processed food diets that are conducive
to elevated insulin levels, which make fat storage a breeze for the body and almost
impossible for you to burn it off.
Over time carbohydrate-heavy diets cause the pancreas to become exhausted and
communication to the cells and organs breaks down. This causes the pancreas to secrete
random high volumes of insulin, regardless of the body’s needs. This is known as insulin
resistance, which is a hop, skip and a jump away from diabetes. People with exaggerated
insulin response are highly likely to be overweight as their fat cells will cling tightly to
sugars and even mere bites of carbohydrates will generate a surge of insulin secretion.
This is why it is imperative to get your blood sugar levels balanced before it is too late. It
is also why fast-food fix ted teens in America are obese and developing diabetes before
they hit puberty.
The pancreas and
nearby organs
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Insulin is often the silent culprit behind the much lamented weight loss plateau. Picture
this: you’ve ramped up your gym routine and you’re eating a low-fat, calorie-restricted
diet, yet your wobbly bits are staging a protest and your fat isn’t budging! Blame insulin!
Here’s why… Many calorie controlled diets are carbohydrate and sugar heavy with low
fat and typically high levels of fruit. When these low calorie albeit unbalanced and carbcrammed foods are consumed, insulin swoops in to scoop up the sugar and pack it away
onto your belly, butt and love handles. There it will stubbornly reside until this pattern is
broken.
This all relates back to our ‘precise portions’ analogy of yester-chapter. Proteins, fats
and fiber help o keep your blood sugar levels steady, and your pancreas is left sending
only a gentle ripple of insulin into the system when required. This leaves your pancreas
chilled out, your organs happy as they have room to accommodate the low levels of
sugar and you are smiling because you’re lean and healthy with heaps of energy.
The key to keeping your blood sugar levels poised is to
apply the ‘precise portions’ formula to every meal and
snack, starting with breakfast. This sets the tone
for the day ahead. Remember drinks count too.
That can of soda, mug of coffee with 2 sugars
and fruit smoothie all send your insulin levels
sky-rocketing. Ditch the sodas and sugar and if
you drink a smoothie, combine with a protein
accompaniment like nuts or live yogurt to
prevent waves of fat-packing insulin crashing
into your system.
The bottom line is that insulin locks fats into our
cells. Think twice before tucking into that low-fat
bagel, because it’s only low-fat until it is swallowed!
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Breakfast

Lunch

Dinner
Diagram of
flu tuating blood
sugar levels – a
typical carbohydrate
heavy American
diet: toast and
cereals at breakfast,
sandwiches at lunch,
pasta for dinner etc.

Blood Glucose [nmol/L]

09:00

Breakfast

12:00

Lunch

18:00

Dinner

Blood Glucose [nmol/L]

09:00
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Diagram of
balanced BSL
using precise
portions analogy

4
So here is our checklist for balancing your blood sugar levels every day:

__ Apply the ‘Precise Portions’ formula to every meal and snack, striking a favorable
balance between lean proteins, essential fats and complex carbohydrates.

__ Avoid all processed foods
__ Include essential fats liberally in your diet
__ Eat little and often – healthy balanced snacks are actively encouraged
__ Ditch spooning sugar into hot drinks
__ Avoid soda, and that includes ‘sugar-free’ alternatives as they contain chemical
sweeteners which still propel insulin levels

__ Avoid drinking juices, even fresh juices, especially between meals – instead switch

to cold water with fresh lemon and lime slices to add a refreshing twist to otherwise
standard H20

__ Add dried cinnamon to your porridge, yogurt and hot drinks. It naturally promotes

balanced blood sugar levels, whilst being delicious and naturally sweet – no sugar in
sight!

__ Add Fenugreek to your curries, stews and stir-fries – another natural blood sugar
stabilizer

__ If you eat fruit, be sure to balance it with a protein source!
__ See our exclusive meal plan which shows you exactly how it’s all done…
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When Cravings Strike!
How to decipher
your body’s nagging
requests…
So we know that balancing our blood sugar levels helps zap those niggling cravings
that make you feel that if you don’t devour a packet of Reece’s
Pieces this instant you will pass out and melt into a puddle
on the floo .
There are other reasons why pesky cravings can creep
up on you though, even when you have your blood
sugar levels poised and obediently under control.
The body is hugely advanced and often craving
specific oods is its way of communicating that
reserves for certain nutrients are low.
Below are some common food cravings, and what
your body is trying to tell you. So use this chapter
as a reference to avoid shuffling eet nothings into
your mouth, and to break the hankering for empty
calories.
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Your craving:
What your body needs:
How do you feel?
Eat:

Candy
Chromium
Tired and run down
Broccoli, chicken, barley, oats, bell peppers and
tomatoes

Your craving:
What your body needs:
How do you feel?
Eat:

French fries
Calcium
You might have cramps, joint pain or stiffnes
Sesame seeds, dried fig , leafy green vegetables,
sardines with their bones, yogurt

Your craving:
What your body needs:
How do you feel?
Eat:

Chocolate
Magnesium
Stressed, tired and you may have leg cramps
Leafy green vegetables, quinoa, salmon, walnuts

Your craving:
What your body needs:
How do you feel?
Eat:

Bread or toast
Nitrogen
Tired, fatigued
Fish, meat, nuts, legumes, bananas

Your craving:
What your body needs:
How do you feel?
Eat:

Bread or toast
Nitrogen
Tired, fatigued
Fish, meat, nuts, legumes, bananas
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Your craving:
What your body needs:
How do you feel?
Eat:

ice
iron
Fatigued, tired, run-down, maybe some headaches
red meat, organ meats, green leafy vegetables,
dried apricots

Your craving:
What your body needs:
Eat:

Coffee or tea
Phosphorous
Eggs, chicken, beef, nuts, pulses

Your craving:
What your body needs:
Eat:

Soda
Calcium
Broccoli, kale, legumes, sesame seeds, sardines
with bones

You are craving/eating:
What your body needs:

Everything in sight
Silica – nuts and seeds
Tryptophan – pumpkin seeds, turkey, sweet potato,
spinach
Tyrosine – green leafy vegetables, colorful fruits
and vegetables, bell peppers
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Eat Fat to Get Thin…
So you’ve already been enlightened to the fact that fats are important for optimal
health and successful weight loss. Perhaps in the past you’ve been sucked into the food
industry’s fat fib , advising you to reduce your intake. You may have even followed a
fat-free diet *wince*. If this is the case, you may find this chap er will challenge much of
what you understand a ‘healthy diet’ to be…
First up, fats are a preferred source of fuel for your
body. Just like your car needs gas to run, you
function on a cocktail of food groups, and none
are more desirable than fat. This means that
when you eat a meal, the fats are swooped up
and swiftly burned as energy – making them
unlikely to take a snooze in your cellulite.
Sure carbohydrates and proteins also fuel
your energy supply, but your body reaches
for the fats first and oremost, therefore eaten
moderately they will not be laid down as fat.
Now we know that controlling our blood sugar
levels provides a solid foundation for successful
weight loss. Fats are an essential piece of this equation
– united with their BFFs protein and fibe , they ensure
that a controlled trickle of sugar surfs through the bloodstream at all times to supply a
balanced beam of energy. Fats help keep you feeling satisfied or longer because their
calorie load is designed to keep your energy levels sparking along. So instead of being
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stored as fat and feeding your wobbly bits like sugar tends to do, fat is transformed into
controlled drops of energy.
So great news, right? Before you skip off o eat a tub of lard, it’s time to wise up about
the types of fats that we are talking.

The Essential Fats – Use Liberally
Omega 3 – You will defini ely have heard ripples of praise for this fatty acid in the
media, magazines, health shops and Twitter! Omega 3 is a health and weight-loss
wonder, and desperately deficie t in the average American diet. Not only do omega 3
fatty acids endeavor to keep inflamm tory conditions in check (everything from heart
disease to acne and joint pain) but they also notch up the rate of your metabolism. Yes,
omega 3 fuels your metabolism like a fat burning furnace. And what’s more, you have
to eat these essential fats, because your body hasn’t figu ed out a way to synthesize its
own supply. So where can you find them? nd how much do you need?

__ Fish is swimming with omega 3 fatty acids. Eat 2-3
servings of oily fish e ery week, so we’re talking
salmon, mackerel, sardines, rainbow trout and
herring. Fresh is great, but tinned is also fin .

__ Eat chia seed – up to 2 tbsp. a day
__ Walnuts contain some levels of omega 3
__ Flax seeds are a great source of fiber as

well as this elusive wonder oil – ground
flax is best and pour the oil ver salads and
veggies.

__ Eat organic eggs where the chickens eat

fla seed, this increases the omega 3 content of
the eggs.

__ If you’re not a fan of fish, or do ’t think you’ll

realistically reach the 2-3 portion a week quota, find a good
quality fish oil suppleme t in your local health shop. Flip forward to our section of
supplements for further details.
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Other super healthy essential fats include:

__ Avocados – it is a MYTH that these creamy pods
promote weight gain. Yes, they are packed with
fatty acids, but these are the fats which fuel
your metabolism, make you feel full and
help keep your insulin levels in check. They
also have the added benefit of sh wering
your skin with a cocktail of radiance.
Adding avocado to salads, sandwiches
and mashed on toast (don’t knock it
‘til you’ve tried it) is a step in the right
direction for sculpting your silhouette.

__ Olives – You either love them or hate them

but olives provide the perfect accompaniment
to salads… oh and Martini cocktails on your
cheat day 

__ Nuts and seeds – Nuts like almonds, Brazils, walnuts,
cashews and pecans are chock-full of minerals,
proteins, fiber and esse tial fats propelling
them up there with the most perfect foods
on the planet. Eat them in moderation – a
portion is a small handful, around 6 nuts
strong – they buddy up superbly with a
little fruit.

__ Nut and seed oils – Think flax, sesame

and walnut oils to pour over meals, but
DO NOT cook with these oils. They are
only good when cold, as they’re extremely
sensitive souls when it comes to heat – all
their goodness scurries away.
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Saturated Fats – More Innocent than You’d think…
Now we have animal fats – the saturated, naturally occurring fatty acids found in meats,
dairy and eggs. Guess what? They’re not bad! These fats are called upon to notch up
your energy levels just like the essential fats do. They don’t accelerate your metabolism
quite like the almighty omegas, but they are not fattening foods when eaten and
prepared wisely. Ditch the deep fat fryer and focus on boiling or grilling meats, and
poaching, boiling or scrambling your eggs. Lean red meat is recommended no more
than 3 times a week and up to 8 eggs a week is not only healthy
but positively encouraged. To navigate your way through the
fat files – check out our ood plan.
So which fats should we swear off? tep forward ‘Trans’
fats… Also known as ‘hydrogenated’ fats, these are the
only fats that do feed the globesity epidemic. Why?
Because they are not real fats – they are chemically
altered and found in processed food and junk like
cookies, cakes, fast food and ready meals. You will
also often find them in ma garines. Yes those ‘healthy’
margarines that have been touted as the figu efriendly spread are in fact detrimental to your health you’d be far better off with a cu l of real, natural butter.
So what about all these low-fat alternatives to natural foods
like yogurt? These so-called healthier alternatives were designed in
laboratories. All the natural fats are sucked out (taking all the super healthy fat-soluble
vitamins with them) and to compensate for the loss of fl vor, a torrent of artificial sugar
and chemical sweeteners are pelted in to replace them. Not only does this significa tly
reduce the nutritional profile of this ood, but evidence shows that despite these low-fat
alternatives carrying fewer calories, they are more likely to cause weight gain than their
full-fat versions. This is because the chemicals and sugars that replace the fats stimulate
insulin flu tuation, as well as sending messages to the brain to eat more (sweet tasting)
food. The full fat versions keep you feeling full, energy-filled and nou ished far more
effectively than their low-fat, phony relatives.
Yes. Really.
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Let’s go coconuts
The last fat to cover is the exotic, all-singing, all-dancing (oh and delicious) coconut
oil. You’ll hear far more about this weight loss legend as our book unfolds… This was
the fat that doctors used to warn would clog our arteries and break our hearts. It is
now understood to perform an impressive array of health-promoting tasks, including
whizzing up the metabolic rate and enhancing the effects of a healthy weight loss
lifestyle. Pointedly, it is also shown to help ward off a long list of degene ative diseases,
build up immunity and strengthen the cardiovascular
system.
Here’s the science bit… Coconut oil is a saturated
fat with a big difference. It is composed of
unique medium-chain fatty acids which are
dealt with very differently by the body than
other saturated fats. Medium chain fatty
acids are sent directly to your liver, where
they are promptly converted into energy,
rather than being stored as fat. By doing so,
they assist in stimulating the body’s metabolic
rate, which lends a helping hand in a healthy
weight loss lifestyle like ours. Sadly there does
not exist a library of wide scale scientifi evidence to
back up the powers of coconut oil. Large scale scientifi
studies are not conducted on natural and nutritional products, simply because – who
would benefit f om costly research when there is not a chemical or product to patent?
Pharmaceutical companies fund the majority of scientific esearch, which will work in
their favor when it comes to sell these products.
Instead the benefits of oconut oil are evidenced by the cultures who have centered
their diets around this natural substance long before it earned its ‘super food’ stripes.
Doctors and health experts throughout the world recommend coconut oil for clients
and patients time and time again – because they see results. Yes the incredible benefit
of coconut oil have been fi mly established not in a science laboratory, but in the health
and lives of millions of people in the real world.
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Coconut oil is a great cooking tool and it’s what we recommend in the place of cooking
oils and butters. It is resistant to the effects of heat, so its goodness is maintained.
Always opt for 100% pure, extra virgin varieties. You will find oconut oil featured
frequently in the food plan. This is one of our ‘must-have’ ingredients. Here’s what we do
with it…

__ Cook with it! Add a generous tablespoon at the beginning of the cooking process in
the place of butter, vegetable oils and olive oils.

__ Add 1 tsp. or so to yogurt
__ Add 1 tbsp. to smoothies, shakes and juices
__ Add to porridge and soups
__ Add 1 tsp. to hot drinks like green tea, ginger tea, lemon balm tea and black tea
__ Eat it off the spoon! – We aim for 2 tablespoons of this lovely stuff a d y, so if we
haven’t bundled it into much of our food throughout the day, we’ll devour it
straight! You can take up to 3-6 tablespoons a day.
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Fiber Up!
Yes, we all know that fiber helps keep our b wels shuffling along n ely, ‘taking out the
trash’ as it were. This in itself is an important mechanism for helping keep our tummies
fl t and our fat stores sparse, but fiber boasts a number of other eight loss tactics.
Are you getting enough? 10-15 grams a day is about
average for most Americans. According to the
Journal of The American Medical Association
(JAMA) we should in fact be packing away
20-35 grams of fiber a d y. And yes, we are
going to show you exactly how to do it,
but first some fa ts to swallow in honor of
dropping the pounds.
Fiber is a plant compound that we
don’t technically digest at all. It is
unique in that it is the only food that
we do not absorb. So why do we eat it?
Left intact it creates bulk, and sends our
stools rolling along through our back exit,
dragging harmful carcinogens and toxins with
it. Without enough fiber e are constipated,
sluggish and good intentions are sabotaged by
cravings, to comfort us in our stuffed-up state. Insuffici t
fiber also ups our chance of serious health implications, including colon cancer,
cardiovascular conditions, inflamm tory bowel disease and… yep - obesity.
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Fiber naturally gives us a sense of fullness in our intestines. It completes the blood sugar
balancing act alongside fats and protein. High fiber oods slow the release of energy
into the blood, but here’s the catch… often fib ous foods like fresh and dried fruit
and grains contain sugar too which will trigger insulin highs. So we always need the
protein and fats to stunt this surge. Get it? All you need to know is that high fiber oods
make a meal release energy at a far slower rate, which is a big plus – but it only does so
effectively when combined with protein foods, and preferably fats too. This is why the
‘precise portions’ analogy is the number one rule to tattoo on your brain.
Fiber prevents insulin spikes, by hitting the breaks on the digestive process. When
combined with protein and fats you have the perfect food ‘curve’ to keep you fueled for
longer, with cravings curbed and a gentle, controlled sprinkling of insulin.
Just before we explore ways in which to up your fiber in the name of f t loss and topnotch health, we have a pretty special family of fiber o introduce you to…

Meet The Prebiotics!
Did you know that you are part human and part zoo? Yes, you
play host to trillions of micro-organisms in your body.
Your colon houses a particularly special breed which
help keep disease at bay, nutrients metabolized and
everything moving in the right direction. These are
known as micro-flo a. Now there are good and bad
strains of micro-flo a. The bad stuff is o ten given
reign due to poor diet, stress, alcohol and antibiotic intake. Your colon ideally will be teeming
with the good micro-flo a, also known as ‘friendly
bacteria.’ But modern lifestyles do so often sway
toward ‘unfriendly bacteria’ proliferation, making
way for digestive ailments, suppressed immunity
and… yep, weight-gain.
The ‘good’ micro-flo a are key to healthy weight loss and
management. This is because they assist with insulin control,
oversee essential fatty acid synthesis and help determine the rate at which we absorb
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our nutrients and store calories. This means that someone with a healthy gut flo a
profile ould eat the exact same meal as an individual with predominantly ‘bad’ bacteria,
and yet store far fewer calories. It is so important to keep your gut bustling with a
community of ‘friendly bacteria.’ So how does all this relate to fiber
There are an exclusive click of fiber which se ve to nourish the ‘good’ bacteria to help it
to proliferate and grow, and you’ll find it in the ollowing pre-biotic foods:

__ Slightly under-ripe, greenish bananas
__ Oats
__ Chicory
__ Onions
__ Leeks
__ Shallots
__ Jerusalem artichoke
__ You will find ple ty of prebiotic foods

in your food plan, as well as probiotic
sources of ‘live’ foods, including natural
yogurt and miso.

How to increase your fi er intake
__ Aim for 9-12 portions of vegetables and fruits a day
(1-2 fruits)

__ Add seeds to yogurt, porridge, salad toppings and fruit salads
__ Dried fruit such as fig , apricots and prunes are high-fiber – about 2 pie es count as
one of your portions of fruit

__ Always eat complex ‘whole’ grains over their refined al ernatives
__ Eat a portion of nuts a day – a small handful or 6 nuts is a good guide
__ See our food plan for all the guidance you need!
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Rev Up Your Metabolism
There are many excuses for being overweight. Some blame it on their ‘large bones,’
others on their ‘glands’ but most often you’ll hear people sob, ‘I’ve got a slow
metabolism!’ In fact, a lot of evidence suggests that the metabolic rate is only a small
piece of the weight loss puzzle, but undoubtedly one that we need to address.
So what the heck is a metabolism anyway? Your metabolism refers to all the chemical
processes that relentlessly tick along inside to keep you alive and everything
functioning as it should. These processes need energy which we refer to as the basal
metabolic rate (BMR) Your BMR accounts for up to 70% of your body’s daily energy
needs. A slow metabolism is more accurately termed a ‘low BMR.’
Generally speaking the faster your metabolism (or basal metabolic rate) the easier
weight management becomes. Many factors play a role in determining your metabolic
rate, such as current and past eating habits, gender, body size, and yes, unfortunately
genes come into it too. So mom’s to blame again…
Muscle uses more energy than fat, so those with a higher muscle-to-fat ratio tend
to have a speedier BMR. As we age, our muscle mass tends to drop and gradually
transforms into fat, which explains how weight tends to pile on as the birthdays rack
up. Men also tend to have greater muscle mass then women, which is why they tend to
need greater calorie-consumption. More evidence to suggest that men have it easier in
life than women, sigh.
BUT, buck up! The good news is that we can take measures to help speed everything up
by eating specific oods and taking up activities which act as fat burn dynamite and hit
the accelerator on your energy expenditure. Here is everything you need to know…
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__ Do NOT diet. Crash dieting may be a reason why your metabolism is chugging

along at snail’s pace. When we restrict calorie intake significa tly, our body is forced
to break down muscle for energy. The lower your muscle mass, the slower your
metabolism – and the moment you stop your diet or have a moment of weakness,
hello weight gain! When restricting calories, your metabolism is also directed to
slow down by your body’s fat controllers as you need to preserve energy. Dieting is
never the answer.

__ Coconut oil is crammed with medium chain fatty acids which are quickly digested
and converted to energy to crank up your metabolic rate. Oh hi, fat burn machine!
The natural thermogenic effect is shown to increase the
metabolic rate of individuals having eaten a meal
when taking coconut oil. Some studies suggest
that this effect lasts for up to 24 hours. It
also slows down digestion of food and
helps to control insulin release. Start
with around 2 tablespoons a day
of 100% pure, extra virgin coconut
oil. Use it to cook with, in drinks,
smoothies, yogurts, juices and soups.
You can increase your dose to 3-6
tablespoons a day.

__ Ever wondered why the Japanese

and Chinese people stay so slim?
The answer may be in their choice of
brew. Research has isolated compounds
in green tea such as epigallocatechin
gallate (EGCG) found to send the metabolism
galloping. This compound is also thought to propel
fat stores into the blood stream to be promptly torched as
fuel. Five 8-ounce cups of this green nectar seems to be the golden ticket for a
mighty metabolic boost. You can also supplement.
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__ Eat some heat – Capsaicin – the compound that gives chilies their signature fie y

bite is shown to temporarily spike your metabolism by up to 23%. Cayenne pepper,
paprika, ginger and garlic are thought to have similar mechanisms, so keep that
spice rack stocked in the name of ramping up your fat burn.

__ Eat little and often to keep your body working and your blood sugar levels at a
constant.

__ Build tone in your body in honor of building
muscle mass and fi ing up your BMR. No,
ladies you will not resemble Rambo if
you pump a little iron! Building gentle
muscle mass is not only the secret
behind leaner, more slender and
tighter results, but also a sparky
metabolic rate. Pilates and yoga
help to gently build tone, and
resistance work is a must. Just
minutes a day can make a huge
difference. You will read further
advice in our exercise sections later
on, for everything you need know to
stay fi , lean and streamline.

__ Combining fast-paced intervals of activity

stimulates your metabolic rate more effectively than
engaging in a fl t-out stint of cardio grind. The trick behind interval training is that
it torches calories well after you’ve finished our workout. You can apply interval
training to any activity. If you are a runner, sprint for 2 minutes, then jog for 2
minutes, repeat and gradually build up to interval slots of 5 minutes. The same goes
for walking. Notch up your pace to power walk for 2 minutes – feel your heart race,
and then slow the pace down a little for the next 2 minutes. Repeat. You will find
a realm of free professional interval training workouts online, and we have more
information in chapter 14.
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The Importance of Liver
Support for Weight Loss
Detox diets have long been a popular choice for weight loss, usually come January
when Christmas and the winter hibernation have left flab y footprints on our figu es.
But the fact is, detoxific tion is a lifestyle habit that we should engage in every day, in
order to support our liver and its phases of detoxific tion. You do not need to eliminate
food groups and exist on squeezed lemon and fil ered water for days on end. Simply
read this chapter, and all will become clear.
So why liver support? Your liver is the organ which eliminates toxins. These toxins enter
your system through your food, the surrounding environment and natural processes of
the metabolism. Just like all of our organs, the liver requires a very specific ocktail of
nutrients in order to complete its endless to-do list of tasks. If it is not provided with this
nutritional toolkit, it won’t function to its optimal capacity and things can start to go
wrong. A sluggish liver is one that is not supported well and is bombarded with toxins in
the form of cocktail nights, environmental pollutions, chemicals that we touch, and even
metals in your mouth from fillings
When a sluggish liver becomes overwhelmed with toxins and can no longer cope, it
relies upon its number one coping mechanism in order to keep the host (that’s you)
unaware of the internal struggle. Rather than result in over-spilling with nasties, your
liver decides to shove the toxins away out of harm’s way. It cannot toss them into the
bloodstream, because that will cause a toxic storm in the body, so instead the liver
cunningly stuffs them into fat cells. This lessens its workload and keeps everything
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ticking along nicely until it resorts to repeating this process when it all gets too much
again. This makes weight loss an even steeper uphill struggle for you. Here’s why…
When the fat cells are stuffed full of toxins the body is far less likely to empty them
because this will release the toxins into the bloodstream and back into the hands of the
stressed-out and over-worked liver. So the fat cells will remain tucked cozily into your
stubborn problem areas. This can be one of the reasons why a gym routine and calorie
restricted diet simply will not budge the bulge. Unless the liver is functioning smoothly,
and successfully fulfilling in its tasks of de oxific tion, those toxin-tucked fat cells will
remain clinging on tightly.
Of course, you cannot escape the toxic modern world, because that would entail
packing up your life and migrating to a bubble. All you can do is limit your toxin
exposure, and support your liver so that it can deal with the
wave of toxicity that ripples through the system each
day. If the liver is working well, the toxin-packed fat
cells are more likely to be released back into the
bloodstream to be detoxifie .
For long term liver-loving…

__ Eat your greens! These are your liver’s

best friends. Green leafy vegetables
contain a wide spectrum of nutrients
that our liver needs, including sulfur,
B vitamins, vitamin C and folic acid.
Eat kale, spinach, watercress, arugula,
cabbage and broccoli. Try to incorporate
a portion of these green greats in as many
meals as you can. A portion size is a heaped
handful.

__ Start your day with a tall glass of hot water, with ½ a

fresh sliced lemon. The lemon performs a powerful minidetox before your brain has even registered that you’re out of bed yet. Add fresh
lemon slices to your drinks throughout the day.
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__ Eat plenty of protein – Amino acids are protein building-blocks and are required for

the liver to work its magic. Follow the ‘precise portions’ mentality and you’re on your
way!

__ Get plenty of fi er
__ Drink 3 liters of water a day (that’s just over 100 ounces to you and I)
__ Green tea contains unique compounds making it a liver tonic
__ Dandelion root is also a great love of the liver. Dandelion root tea and coffee make
a refreshing and detoxifying brew.

__ Chomp your way through a rainbow of colors throughout the day. No we don’t

mean M&M’s! Go for a splash of as many colors on each plate as possible, to drench
the liver with a multi-faceted detox survival kit.

__ Reduce your intake of caffeine
__ Go for organic foods, with specific emphasis on me t, fish, dai y and eggs
__ Reduce your intake of alcohol, but if/when you drink alcohol, punctuate each drink
with a glass of water decorated with fresh lemon slices to support your liver and
keep your colon hydrated

__ Liver support is a running theme in your food plan – remember, we’ve taken all the

hard work out of it for you! Simply follow our guidelines and make it your mission to
develop them into habits.
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The Dance of the
Hormones
Ah hormones! Yes these are the little blighters that we blame for our monthly miseries,
mood swings and that pulsating zit the size of Mexico your chin. Well, guess what? They
may also be held partly accountable for your expanding waistline… So basically they
are the root of all evil. (They probably started most world wars too.)
Science bods confi m that our behavior surrounding diet and exercise is secondary
to the internal fling of our ho mones. You might say that we are slaves to our body’s
messengers. There is a mass of research out there to explain how foods that we eat
meddle with the function of our hormones, which in-turn can make us eat more and pile
on the pounds.
Weight gain and obesity are complex conditions, which still have scientists squabbling
over the cause. But one notion that gets everyone’s nod is that hormones are closely
involved.
A key player is the hormone, leptin. This is secreted by fat cells, and which helpfully
contacts the brain with lightening-speed signals alerting that you have eaten enough
food so kindly shut your trap. It has been shown that overweight and obese individuals
have an excess of leptin paddling around their pools of fat, but its message is getting
lost along the way. The brain becomes resistant to any of leptin’s pleas to stop eating,
so decides that more food must be needed, and triggers the body to sniff out mo e
sustenance. This is known as leptin resistance, and is a driver of weight gain.
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When leptin resistance develops, the brain feeds the need to eat because the signal
that we are full gets lost, therefore the brain believes that a famine has struck and sends
pleas for more food. Constantly…
The voice of willpower is inaudible among the appeals for food that the brain is
bellowing. Addressing this hormone flu tuation is a vital step forward in the quest for
healthy weight loss.
Insulin is another key hormone that scientists believe is team-mate to leptin in the
deadly game of globesity. Some believe that insulin blocks the leptin signals to the
brain, alongside its other weighty functions we previously discussed.
The theory goes that when insulin levels peak, caused by carbohydrate and sugar
rich food, insulin intercepts the leptin signals to the brain to stop eating. The brain is
oblivious to the body’s already plentiful supply of fuel and signals to keep on munching.
Because the brain thinks that a famine has surely struck it goes alarming for fastreleased fuel. Cue beeline for donuts, candy bars and fast food joints. Insulin levels soar
in response, and the whole cycle repeats…
We also know that insulin signals to the fat cells to clutch
onto the fat and don’t let go. What a mess!
So what is the answer to break this cycle?
First up, let’s work to improve our stress
response, because when you throw copious
shots of stress hormone cortisol into the mix,
you’re on a one-way road to flab ci y. Follow
these stress management tips:

__ Get more sleep! Switch off our

phone/computers/TV before you
hit the hay. Clear out the white noise
clutter in your boudoir and fill with
lavender scented delights, fresh linen,
cozy pillows and a great book to read
before your head hits the pillow.
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__ Avoid refined sugars and ‘white’ carbs
__ Cut out caffeine after 4pm and switch to peppermint and chamomile beverages
__ Eat a diet of colorful foods – thinking more colorful veggies than M&Ms here folks!
__ Aim to engage in some sort of physical activity daily, even if it is simply a 20 minute
walk. If you cannot drag yourself away from work, then we have an answer… Give
‘Desk Yoga’ a go! (See chapter 14!)

It has never been more vital to follow the ‘precise portions’ guidance. This is a surefi e
way to snatch the reigns from the grip of insulin’s control.
Essential fatty acids assist in helping to regain communication between the brain and
leptin. Yes, those omegas that you now know and love. Oily fish needs o be making a
splash onto your plate…
One tactic that is gaining praise and recognition for re-establishing leptin sensitivity is
intermittent fasting. This is where we slightly, but knowingly, contradict the messages
to eat little and often – but only some of the time. For more information, take a hop, skip
and a jump to chapter 17.
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Strike the Perfect pH!
When you hear the term ‘pH’ you probably envisage your bathroom cabinet crammed
with beauty products promising not to interfere with the delicate pH of your skin.
Well, our blood is also measured according to the pH acid to alkaline spectrum. The
pH balance of your internal world can determine a lot about your health, even how
successfully you lose weight – and keep it off…
A healthy pH balance is between 7.35 and 7.45 which
is a touch more alkaline than the purest water-fille
spring. The foods that you eat drive your pH
balance. Some rev up acidity and others veer
more alkaline-bound. Different foods create
by-products via your metabolism, referred to as
acid or alkaline ‘ash.’ Before your mind conjures
up an image of the contents of a cigarette ash
tray sprinkling through your veins, don’t fret
– this is all perfectly healthy – so long as you
strike the right balance…
A diet that is punctuated with acid-forming
foods – characteristic of a typical American
diet – will create a pile up of acid ‘ash.’ Your body
is then sent into overdrive, trying to strike a more
favorable alkaline pH balance. It does this by neutralizing and excreting excess acid
through your urine. If acid-forming foods are eaten regularly, the body’s buffering
system can buckle under the pressure. When the system is bombarded, it is no longer
able to dispose of the acid ash effectively. So what does it do? It crams the acid-formed
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ash into body fluids and f t cells, ‘out of harm’s way.’ But we know that this behavior is
anything but harmless!
Once hibernating cozily in your tissues, the mischievous acid waste proceeds to wreck
the place. It switches off healt y enzyme reactions, re-sets the metabolism a notch
slower and inhibits weight loss. Not only this, but the body will think twice about
releasing fat cell contents to prevent the ash from re-entering the system. This equates
to stubborn fat pockets diving into your trouble zones. And the strife doesn’t end here.
Oh no. An overly acidic environment feeds a multitude of health complaints such as
inflamm tion, disease and accelerated process of aging.
So how do we put a stop to this? You may have just sworn never to allow an acidforming food to pass your lips again, and live a purely alkaline existence. But it just isn’t
that simple.
Although acid-causing culprits include refined sugars and al ohol, which we could quite
easily blacklist, they also include proteins, essential fats and grains. If we were to avoid
all acid-forming foods, we’d be a puddle of mal-nourished mess.
So how do we manage to switch our body into favorable alkaline
action while still eating a balanced, healthful diet?
Alkaline forming foods include vegetables, herbs,
spices and fruits, and the trick is to make sure that
every meal and snack is liberally stacked with them.
Here’s how you do it…

__ Drink still fil ered or spring water with fresh

lemon slices in throughout the day. Lemons
and limes are seriously alkalinizing

__ Fill up on green leafy vegetables – kale,

spinach, watercress, arugula, broccoli and
cabbage – these are the most alkalinizing
foods on the planet, and this is yet another
reason why you should aim to feature them in
every meal
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__ Eat onions, shallots and leeks liberally
__ Berries are some of the most alkalinizing fruits, and also fall into the ‘lower sugar’
band, so enjoy frequently. Choose dark colored berries for a generous splash of
unique antioxidant compounds and alkalinizing magic

__ Avoid eating proteins on their own – if you are having a small handful of nuts for a

snack, combine with some fresh fruit or vegetables to trigger a better pH balance. If
you are having eggs on toast, balance out the meal with a mountainous portion of
watercress or spinach

__ Eat lots of spices and herbs – fresh root ginger, garlic,
turmeric, cinnamon and rosemary are among the
most alkalinizing. Keep your spice rack well
stocked and get into the habit of experimenting
with fl vors and concoctions.

__ Make fresh ginger and garlic daily essentials
__ Make fresh lemon and ginger tea, with half
of a sliced fresh lemon and 1 inch of grated
ginger root in a glass of hot water. Enjoy
frequently

__ Add 1 tablespoon of apple cider vinegar to

your morning hot water with fresh lemon
slices. This is a powerful alkalinizing tool,
which together with the lemon helps to set your
blood at an ideal pH for the day. Also, add cider
vinegar to salad dressings

__ Avoid refined sugar
__ Avoid refined ca bohydrates, and opt for small amounts of clean, whole grains
instead

__ Avoid sodas
__ Avoid too much tea or coffee
__ If drinking alcohol, punctuate each tipple with a glass of water and fresh lemon. Aim
not to exceed 3 alcoholic drinks at once. Much…
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The Importance of
‘Cheat’ Days…
What is equally as important as most of the advice in this book so far? Forgetting it
sometimes!
Of course, the ‘precise portions’ analogy should be fi mly tattooed on your every brain
cell, and it should be a strong influen e when putting together your meals and snacks,
but never underestimate the power of ‘cheat days.’
These are the days when you indulge in a little of what you really fancy. Perhaps drinks
with your friends, a date night out, or a movie marathon snuggled on the couch with
your favorite nibbles.
We recommend you put aside one day a week for ‘cheat’ day. This is proven time and
time over to assist in supporting your healthy lifestyle on the long-term. Many people
choose a weekend day as their ‘cheat’ day – Sunday being the most popular choice!
Now it is important to stress that a ‘cheat’ day should not entail stuffing our face with
an endless stream of ice-cream sundaes and potato chips from dusk ‘til dawn. This
would be more appropriately named ‘let’s undo all your hard work’ day…
A good example of a ‘cheat day’ might entail a delicious guilt-free pizza for lunch
accompanied by a glass of wine. The remainder of your day will be kept clean and
‘precisely portioned’ with perhaps a few other little treats sprinkled in for added delight.
Alternatively you may be planning a decadent three course meal with your loved one,
and of course - you should savor every bite. Prepare for the meal by eating clean light
meals throughout the day as you look forward to your dinner date.
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‘Cheat’ days provide incentive for working hard and eating ‘clean’ all week. If you really
fancy a piece of cake or bottle of Cider, you can say to yourself ‘wait until Sunday’
and have something special to look forward to as you work
hard throughout the week. You can then enjoy your
indulgences without a drop of guilt or self-loathing.
One of the many reasons why strict diets do not
work is because you are denied certain foods and
drinks. Then in a moment of deprived weakness,
you shovel the contents of an entire tub of icecream into your mouth, self-hatred consuming
you with every hot fudge bite.
You are not on a diet now – any food is
permitted and actively encouraged. The
difference between a healthy lifestyle and a diet,
is that on a diet you will crave forbidden foods and
want them so much more because you can’t have
them, which tends to propel us binge-bound. But if you
know you are allowed to eat the foods you love, you will
purchase a sensible quantity and enjoy guilt-free on your ‘cheat
day.’ Hoorah!
Here are the reasons why you absolutely need your cheat day:

__ It allows for indulgence with friends and family. Sharing delicious food and drink
with loved ones is one of life’s pure joys. Nobody should miss out on that!

__ It serves as an incentive to work toward. A treat awaits you!
__ It allows you to organize your indulgences, which makes you far less likely to slip up
and binge – after all, everyone has moments of weakness…

__ It allows you to enjoy all of your favorite foods and drinks, nothing is off limits
__ Research shows that ‘cheat days’ serve to keep you on track and focused on your
goals

__ ‘A little of what you fancy does you good’ hear, hear!
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Daily Habits of the
‘Naturally Slim…’
Oh we all know one of those people. The ones who seem to spring through life – with
never a weight problem dragging them down. They always stay the same. Sure they
seem to eat healthy and exercise, but it has been identified th t people who remain slim
have certain lifestyle habits, which are their golden ticket to shaping up and staying
there. Guess what? You’re about to become one of them because we are about to let you
in on their secrets!
We are here to give you an exclusive insight into their habits, to provide you with tips to
torch fat and remain slender. Remember, ‘skinny’ people are probably equally as busy as
you are and they have just as many hours in the day! The following tips are slight tweaks
to your lifestyle which garner big results! Welcome to the world of the ‘effortlessly slim’…

__ Always walk as if you’re late for a meeting
__ Take the stairs, not the elevator
__ Make water your main source of hydration – don’t drink your calories
__ Put your bottles of cleansers, gels, shampoo and conditioners on the basin of your
shower and squat each time you pick one up

__ Do lunges as you blow dry your hair
__ Stretch out every muscle of your body as you climb out of bed in the morning
__ When standing still or waiting in a queue, gently and consistently lift your weight
onto the balls of your feet – this is a calf toning Pilates move – subtle but super
effective
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__ Add ice and fresh lemon to your drinks throughout the day
__ Instead of meeting a friend for a drink, grab a green tea to-go and catch up over a
brisk power walk

__ Laugh! Laughing for 15 minutes torches up from 50 calories! Daily life provides

constant opportunity to laugh – sometimes at the sheer absurdity of a situation!
Learn not to take yourself too seriously. Switch that energy-sapping soap opera for
an episode of ‘Modern Family’ or other classic comedy show and
allow yourself to chuckle away!

__ Make a concerted effort to hold in and tense your
abdominal muscles throughout the day. This is
a great toning strategy which teaches your
tummy to remain tight

__ If you drop something on the floo , squat
as you pick it up

__ Fidget! Twiddle your thumbs, tap your

feet, play with your hair – all movement
counts!

__ Do Desk Yoga! Intrigued? Flip to the next
chapter for details!

__ Take a break and walk around the office –

this will boost your productivity, hone in your
concentration and ignite your energy burn. Instead
of an email, send your message in person to the colleague
who works furthest away. Walk fast. You’ll lose a little time sure, but the resulting
productivity-boost will more than make up for it.

__ Suggest ‘hiking meetings’ and put in a request for healthier communal work snacks
– think olives, hummus and vegetable sticks rather than candy bars, sandwiches
and sodas.

__ Take a walk on your lunch break. Just 20 minutes brisk walking can burn upwards
from 100 calories

__ Do butt clenches as you sit at your desk
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__ Lift arm weights as you watch TV – light dumbbells or water bottles
__ Walk about as you talk on the phone
__ Eat slowly and mindfully
__ Don’t food shop when you’re hungry
__ Don’t eat before bedtime
__ Refined ca bohydrates are a rare treat only (on ‘cheat’ days)
__ Throw a ball for your dog when you walk him
__ Introduce the daily habit of ‘Facial Gymnastics’! (Chapter 16)
__ Carry some weight around with you (in your bag not on your butt)
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14
Workout to Work off
– (we are all about
‘express’ exercise)!
Be honest with yourself – how active are you? If you live a fairly sedentary lifestyle
then you are holding yourself back from reaching the goals that you deserve. Think of
exercise as rocket-fuel to transport you toward achieving your goals sooner (and staying
there for good). Exercise is a habit, a lifestyle – and once you’ve
got into the swing of it, it is a habit that’s hard to shake.
We promise! Now we have some great ideas of how
to incorporate exercise into your life. You might
be a worker-bee who will be grabbing an early
bird session before hitting the office, or maybe
you’re a super mom who will snatch a 10
minute ‘workout’ slot during the day if she
can! Whatever your time scale, we have the
answer…
Interval training – We could write an entire
book on the weight-loss benefits of i terval
training. This is the sort of exercise which
is divided into short bursts of high-intensity
activity such as jumping jacks or butterfly squ ts.
Each set is punctuated with a short slot of ‘downtime’
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or low intensity activity like marching on the spot. High intensity interval training (HIIT)
routines can incorporate a wide range of movements and blast a bucket-load of calories
in a short amount of time. HIIT workouts are usually no longer than 20 minutes, but their
list of benefits o ten greatly surpass longer stints of steady cardiovascular activities,
such as a 45 minute steady run or cycle. Interval training ‘shocks’ the body with bursts
of intensive exercise which result in a significa t elevation in both heart rate and calorie
burn – from which you will reap benefits or hours after you’ve completed your workout.
Type ‘HIIT workouts’ into your search engine and you will find hund eds of professional
workouts to try in the comfort of your home. Some as short as 8 minutes in entirety.
Remember the key to a successful exercise regime is both consistency and variation. Mix
up your routines as much as possible – you don’t want your body to become too familiar
with the motions. Our bodies need to be kept on their toes.
Walking – Assuming you have legs, walking is not an
optional activity. It is one of the healthiest things that
you can do, and the chances are you are not taking
anywhere near enough steps forward each day
– in more sense than one! Walking briskly burns
fat about as effici tly as a steady jog, it helps
improve blood sugar (and therefore insulin)
control, and a 30 minute power stroll will work
to lower blood pressure, blast calories and
burn fat. Walking engages every one of your
muscles, it helps clear your mind and reduce
your stress levels – which has a calming, positive
effect on your hormones too. A brisk half hour
walk will burn in the region of 200 calories. Throw in
a push-chair and a hill and you could double that. The
beauty of walking is that it is so easy to fit i to your day.
Just accelerate your speed as much as you can. Remember to walk
everywhere as if you are late for an important meeting/ late for picking your child up
from kindergarten!
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Pilates – As well as improving alignment, endurance,
strength, fl xibility and stress response, (wowza!)
Pilates is a great weight loss workout as it engages
the cardiovascular system and tones and tunes
your muscles for a far speedier metabolic pace.
You may be benefit f om signing up for a
weekend Pilate class if you thrive off of othe
people’s energy. If you prefer to sweat it out
in your own bubble, invest in a professional
Pilate workout DVD to follow in the comfort
of your living room. You will also find hund eds
professional Pilates videos online, for free.
Jump rope! – Who knew that your playground
antics involved one of the greatest fat-burn activities
of all time!? Yes, jumping rope is a fat scorcher, a calorie
cruncher. What’s more, it is cheap, fast acting and all you need
is a little spare space and you’re off! On verage, jump rope torches 11 calories per
minute - you’d have to run an 8 minute mile to match this energy expenditure. If you can
only spare a few minutes here and there throughout your day keep a rope by the door and head out for a speedy, super
workout as many times as you can. Jump rope to melt
fat away.
Lift Weights – Invest in a pair of light dumbbells,
each around 3 pounds in weight – alternatively
filled ater bottles work well! Use them to lift,
chest squeeze and bicep curl, to build gentle
tone and promote a lean, slender upper body.
This helps to burn calories and build muscle,
thus improving your metabolic rate. This melts
away upper arm wobbles and sculpts the
shoulders, chest and back.
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Here are some top resistance moves – you can do them anywhere!

	Stand tall, keeping your posture strong, your shoulders down and your feet hip-

distance apart. Take your dumbbells and hold them next to your upper thigh.
Gently and steadily lift your arms until your hands are parallel with your shoulders.
Hold for a few seconds and then gently take your arms back down again. Repeat 10
times.

	Next, repeat the motion but instead of lifting your arms to your side, lift them and

move them forward simultaneously so that they meet in front of you opposite your
chest. Repeat 10 times. You will feel this motion in your back, arms and chest – it
helps to tone them all.

	Hold your dumbbells and lift your arms, bending at your elbows until they

are parallel to your shoulders. This is your starting position. From here, lift the
dumbbells above your head to meet in the middle. Repeat 10 times. You will feel
this mostly in your arms and upper back, as well as your chest.

	Try a windmill motion. Hold your dumbbells by your side and then hoist them up
until they meet in the middle above your head. Once they have met, hold for a
second or two and then fold your elbows and take your dumbbells backward to
touch your shoulder-blades. Repeat this motion 10 times
and as with all of these exercises, remember to hold
in each position after each pulse for a couple of
seconds.

Remember, resistance work is not a race – a
steady rate is key to seeing results. You could
engage in a ten minute workout broken into 2
minute slots throughout your day – as long as
you are consistent, you will reap the benefit .
The most effective regime would incorporate a
combination of these exercises. As you can see, none
of them are laborious activities that eat into your day in
any big way. We are all about punchy workouts that can be
slotted into busy daily routines. You exercise to supplement your
energy, in order to get more out of life, and of course, to get a hotter bod!
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One last thought… Ever wished you could workout whilst working? Welcome to the
wacky world of DESK YOGA!
Sitting staring at a computer screen spells a necessary chunk of life for the majority of
us. But who said this has to be sedentary? No we are not recommending you purchase
a treadmill desk – yes they exist and yes we totally dig them, but try convincing your
employer to part with a few million to kit your office out with gym/work stations…
Desk yoga releases us from our zombie-like screen-staring state. Try it to tone, reduce
stress and burn calories too!
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Mountain pose

Yes you can escape to mountain tranquility
without leaving your desk! Sit up straight. Clasp
your hands together and extend your arms in front
of you. Turn your palms away from yourself and
raise your arms until your hands face toward the
ceiling. Stretch out and face up toward the ceiling.
Focus on how your spine lengthens – exhale and
feel the stress in your head, neck and shoulders
melt away. Focus as the muscles in your side
stretch. This is a simple pose with a mountain of
benefit .

The Twist

We bet you’d never have thought you’d be doing
the twist at your desk! Well, we make anything
possible! This yoga pose engages your spine, your
abdominals and your oblique muscles (side core
muscles) to tone, refresh and rejuvenate the body.
Begin by placing your palms on the arms of your
chair and twist your abdomen and chest to the
right, using your core muscles. Work on moving
your right shoulder back and your left shoulder
forward to exaggerate the motion. Inhale and
expand your chest fully. Hold for 10 seconds and
then release. Repeat on the other side.
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Thread the needle

The Lotus

Tip!
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Start by sitting in your chair and focus on your
posture, with your shoulders back and square.
Cross your right leg over your left knee. Flex both
of your feet and lift them both off of the flo .
Next clasp your hands under your left knee and
hold for 5 seconds. This pose stretches your hip
rotators and thighs and helps to relieve tension
that commonly builds in the lower back. Repeat
this posture on the other side.

Focus on keeping your neck and spine straight and
maintaining good posture. Place your hands on
your thighs with the palms facing upward and the
index finger and thumb ouching lightly. Hold your
shoulders down and your neck up, feeling the pull
in opposite directions. Focus on slow, deep inhales
and exhales as you hold in and tense your core
muscles. This helps to release tension in your spine
and stress in your body, as well as working your
abdominals.

If possible, pop in your headphones and play some
relaxing classical music as you fl x and pose, to
enhance the calming effects. Repeat these desk
yoga poses as often as you have time for.
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How to eat to feel the
heat – Pre and Post
Exercise Nutrition for
Weight Loss
The key to making the most of your workouts is to fuel and refuel wisely. Did you know
that eating inappropriate foods before and after an exercise stint could significa tly
reduce the results gleaned from it? If you’re going to do something, you’re doing it
properly right? Read on for everything you need to know.
Before you exercise it is best to lightly nourish in order
to find st ength to complete your workout to your
maximum ability, but not so much that all you are
doing is burning off our pre-workout meal! This is
a common mistake that people make. They know
that they will need to find oodles of inner p wer
to get them through their spin class, so they stock
up on a mountain of pasta an hour beforehand.
Yes, pasta provides energy, but it also catapults a
mountain of refined ca bohydrates and sugars into
your system that will take, oh about an entire spin class
to burn off. Yes, you need carbs before working out, but
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choose wisely. Here are some examples of a well-balanced pre-workout meal, that we
recommend at least an hour before exercising. Oh and ensure that you drink a tall glass
of water with fresh slices of lemon alongside it. Alternatively, green tea is a great fuelling
brew.

	1 slice of whole wheat toast with a generous spread of pure nut butter and ½ a
slightly under-ripe banana sliced on top

	3 tbsp. oat meal heated up with ½ cup of milk – nut milk such as pure
unsweetened almond milk is a great choice. Add 1 tbsp. chia seeds plus 2
chopped, dried fig

	3 tbsp. cooked quinoa with 1 tbsp. pumpkin seeds, ½ bell pepper, chopped and a
small handful of fresh/steamed spinach

	1 small whole-wheat pita, stuffed with watercress and dipped into 2 tbsp.
hummus
Pre-workout meals are one of the few exceptions to the
‘precise portions’ analogy. Your main emphasis will be
on carbohydrate, with a pop of protein too and always
some type of vegetable or fruit, but the portions and
ratios are a little skewed. Follow the above examples
as template for your pre-exercise nutrition.

F.Y.I.

Now post-workout nutrition is opposite to the pre-workout. Here protein takes center
stage and essential fats are the supporting act. You need an abundance of amino acids
from protein foods to repair and rebuild your muscles, which naturally undergo wear
and tear during a workout. Without adequate protein, your muscles will ache and fail to
build tone as effectively, which means your metabolism gets less of a boost. It is best to
eat as soon as you can after a workout. So ditch any complicated recipes or shakes and
let’s keep it simple. Before we hit you with some ideal post-workout meals to help build
tone and banish fat, take a look at our list of the post-workout plate essentials.
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__ Protein!
__ Essential fats to help counteract inflamm tion caused to the joints and muscles
during exercise, and promote a speedier healing time from any injuries

__ Plenty of colorful vegetables to provide antioxidant protection against free radicals
which are released during physical activity

	Eggs! Eggs make the perfect post exercise re-fuel. Not only are they super
speedy to prepare but they are the highest quality protein source known to
man! Scramble, poach or soft boil 2 eggs and serve on a generously portioned
(1 heaped handful) bed of green leaves - whichever you have to hand – spinach,
arugula, kale or watercress are all great. Sprinkle 2 tbsp. of chia seed on top. Add
a pop of colorful vegetables to your plate, alongside your greens. For example,
carrots, radishes and beetroot

	A fillet/can of salmon with a huge olorful watercress salad with walnuts sprinkled
on top. Dress with fresh lemon juice, cider or balsamic vinegar and extra virgin
olive oil or sesame oil

	1 palm sized piece of feta cheese, cut into chunks and served with 6 olives, ½ red
onion and 1 cooked beetroot, diced on top of a spinach and arugula salad. Pour
balsamic vinegar, extra virgin olive oil and lemon juice over to dress. Sprinkle 1
tbsp. pumpkin seeds on top to finis

	1 breast of cold cooked chicken topped with 2 tsp. green
pesto, served with a mound of green salad, pineapple
chunks and chopped spring onion. Drizzle sesame
or olive oil on top and sprinkle flax seeds o finis
the salad
Always hydrate fully before, during and after your
workout. 100% pure coconut water is ideal because it
replenishes your electrolytes which are vital minerals
that you lose when you sweat. Think of it as switching
your sparkle back. Good old fashioned water works well
too you know! Just avoid sports drinks! They are usually
crammed with sugar and artificial s eeteners which will
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trickle through and undo much of your hard work. Stick with water or 100% pure
coconut water – the fl vored versions will not do here as they are about as sugarcrammed as a can of cola.

Once you have had your post meal, have a cup of green
tea or peppermint tea – dependent of the time of
day (green before bed can stimulate your senses
when you want to wind down) Stir in a dash of your
beloved coconut oil – you will have to get used to
the slightly oily residue in your cup, but the fl vor
and benefits a e worth it!

Tip!
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16
Facial Gymnastics!
Nourishing and toning the body will benefit our face in a myriad of ways – for a start
there will be a smile more frequently lighting it up! Often people hone, tone and fl x
every muscle on their physique, but forget an entire network of important muscles
– on the face! Flexing your facial muscles helps to tighten, brighten and refine th
most distinctive part of you. It really can make a big difference to your appearance.
Here we have some quick, easy and super effective exercises to fit i to your day while
you’re driving, working, watching TV, making dinner…anywhere! Just avoid doing your
facial gymnastics on a date – these poses don’t call upon the most fl ttering use of
expressions!
So are you ready? Let’s go!
Tone your cheeks!
This exercise tones your face to help enhance your cheek
bones. Inhale and fill our mouth with air until your
cheeks are plumped up like a balloon. Alternate swishing
the air from one cheek to the other and holding for 5-10
seconds each time. Repeat 10 times.
Look up toward the sky and make an exaggerated kiss
motion upward.
Hold the ‘kiss’ shape for 5 second and release. This helps
tone the facial muscles, jaw line and the neck.
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Tighten your jaw line!
This is a great lifting technique which serves to create a
more youthful facial contour. Sit up with your back straight
and shoulders down. Look up toward the sky, keeping your
mouth closed. Next take the lower lip and pull it up over
the top lip, feeling the tightening along your jaw. Enhance
the effects by pushing your tongue against the bridge of
your mouth. Hold for 5-10 seconds and repeat 5 times.
Fish Face Cheek Toner!
Suck in your cheeks and pout your lips to create a ‘fish fa e.’
Keeping your face in its fish-fa e expression, smile! Hold
your smile for 5-10 seconds and repeat 5 times. You will feel
this in the apples of your cheeks, which is exactly the area
that this pose works to enhance.
O wow!
Make an exaggerated ‘O’ shape with your mouth, until
you feel all your facial muscles fi mly engaged, including
your jaw line and cheeks. Hold for 10 seconds inhaling
and exhaling deeply. Relax and repeat 4 more times. This
serves to help relax and tone all facial muscles, releasing
tension and smoothing out the skin.
Try to spend some precious minutes every day on your facial gymnastics. You will
be surprised how easily they slot into your routine. Try doing them at the same time
each day so that they become habit, for example while you are taking your morning
shower, or when you go to the restroom! They require no warm up, no warm down,
no extra space and no time out of your daily tasks, so really there are zero excuses! As
with everything in life, for best results, consistency is key. Oh, and we forgot to mention
another super effective pose – a big, broad, beaming smile. Practice as many times a day
as possible – and that is an order! 
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Fasting - The Facts!
Intermittent fasting done right
Cast your mind back to chapter 10 where we discussed the figu e ravaging effects of the
hormone leptin and its breakdown of communication with the brain. Do you remember
when we listed intermittent fasting as a way to re-sensitize the body to leptin? Well, here
we give you all the fasting facts you need to know, and explain how fasting can benefi
your weight loss journey in a whole host of ways.
First, intermittent fasting is an effective slimming tool,
because it shifts the body’s primary source of energy
away from your food and over to burning fat stores.
Fasting does not entail depriving the body of food
for long periods and then breaking the fast with
a crazed binge! It is more about timing your
food intake to allow for controlled periods of
‘fasting.’
We recommend fasting twice a week, but all
this really means is elongating your nightly
fast twice in a week. In order to be effective,
a fast needs to be at least 16 hours long. This
could mean eating your last meal at 7pm (totally
do-able) and then breakfasting the next day at
11am. Alternatively, just make a midday lunch your
first meal and s ip breakfast altogether. Now, we know
that this contradicts so much of what you thought was healthy, but
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challenging your body and throwing it out of its usual routine a couple of times a week
will help to enhance the rate of fat burn. Yes, we are recommending that twice a week
you skip breakfast! Sit down for a moment, take a deep breath and let this sink in…
The reason why it is good for you to give your system a break every now and again, is
because it takes six to eight hours for your body to metabolize your glycogen reservoir.
After this point you start to gradually switch to fat burn mode. But if you are consistently
replenishing your glycogen stores by eating regularly and consistently you make it
far more challenging for your system to shift fat. By giving it a 16 hour window twice
a week you allow plenty of time to get the motions into play and get some serious fat
burn underway.
Do remember to keep to all of our ‘precise portions’ guidelines. After
all, gorging on food in between fasting periods will simply
negate the benefit , so you needn’t have bothered.
Intermittent fasting serves not only to re-establish leptin
sensitivity, but insulin sensitivity too. That’s two big
whammies in the weight loss puzzle right there, and
merely the tip of the iceberg. It is shown to help banish
cravings, crank up your fat burning mechanisms and
make it easier to maintain a streamline silhouette. It
is also shown to help prevent inflamm tory processes
and stunt certain disease development, while improving
brain function and memory! Proof that in order to
function at an optimal level, the body really just needs to
take a break and chill out from time to time.

The Do’s and Don’ts of Intermittent Fasting
__ Skip breakfast twice a week and start fuelling up at early lunchtime instead. Make
sure that you drink plenty of water during the morning. You are not fasting from
water too!

__ On your intermittent fasting days restrict your ‘eating window’ to 6-8 hours
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__ Make sure that in that time-frame you eat according to your ‘precise portions’

guidelines and incorporate plenty of healthy fats and proteins, as well as vegetables

__ Coconut, olive oil, nuts and seeds will be especially well received by your body in
the intermittent fasting days

__ It takes a few weeks for your body to get used to the fasting periods, give it time
and soon you won’t feel any ‘hunger pangs’ – these are often cravings for nonessential sugars anyway, which will melt away quickly.

__ Hunger pangs can also be your body’s way of asking for water! It hasn’t managed to
come up with an exclusive ‘thirst pang’ yet – give it time!

^^ Do not binge after a fast
^^ Do not compensate by ‘carb loading’
^^ Do not drink any alcohol, smoothies or soups during your fasting period. Only H2O!
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Food Swaps
Make these switches today to tantalize your taste buds, guilt free!
Ice cream

Natural yogurt with berries and a touch of honey, freeze a
batch

Soda

Sparkling water with berries, mint leaves and fresh lemon slices

Potato Chips

Lightly salted almonds

Pizza

Tortilla topped with mozzarella, tomato puree, and your meats
and veggies of choice.

Hamburger and
fries

Swap the bread for crunchy iceberg lettuce and swap the
French fries for sweet potato fries. Slice onion, avocado,
tomatoes and salsa inside the burger with the meat or chicken
patty of choice

Sugary cereal

Oatmeal

Toast

Rye crackers

Candy

Small handful of frozen grapes

Pasta

Polenta

Fries

Sweet potato fries

Cookies

Fruity oatmeal cakes
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Mashed potato

Mashed caulifl wer, a little nutmeg and butter

Wheat Crackers

Corn crackers

Milk chocolate

70% + dark chocolate

Cream

100% pure coconut milk

Sports drinks

100% pure coconut water

Fruit juice

Filtered water with fresh fruit OR a slice of fresh melon

Donuts

Sliced banana dipped in pure nut butter

Milk Shakes

Pure nut milk blended with berries

Sugar/ sweetener

Cinnamon (great in hot drinks)

Jam

Nut butter

BBQ sauce on
chicken

Crunchy nut butter, soy sauce & lime juice

Sugary stir-fry
sauces

Soy sauce, honey & lime juice

Chips & Dip

Kale chips & salsa

Bagels with cream
cheese

Celery sticks filled with ottage cheese, topped with sesame
seeds

Buttered/sweet
popcorn

Plain popcorn with a little honey, sea salt, cayenne pepper or
sesame seeds

Candy bar

Sesame and honey bar

Milk chocolate bar

70% + cocoa dark chocolate (4 squares)

Chips to
accompany
cocktail hour

olives (and swap cocktails for a glass of red wine!
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How to Stock Your
Kitchen for Success!
#1 	Spring clean the bad food – if it’s there it will tempt you…So sweep the

cupboards of all of sweet nothings and treats and donate to a local charity, or
hide them away somewhere, ready for a special occasion or party. Just keep your
kitchen free of naughtiness!

#2 	Ditch all the low-fat rubbish and replace with REAL food.
Swap low fat yogurt for full-fat live yogurt, swap low-fat
hummus for full-fat hummus. If it is a natural food, it
is healthiest to eat it in its natural form.

#3 Replace vegetable cooking oils for coconut oil
#4 Replace salad dressings with extra virgin olive
	oil, seed oils, lemons and cider vinegar

#5 Stock up your spice rack – including fresh

	gems like garlic and root ginger. Think turmeric,
cinnamon, paprika, chili powder, cayenne pepper,
oregano and nutmeg

#6 Get fresh eggs in – preferably organic
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#7 Stock the cupboards with:
__ Canned fish – sa dines, salmon, mackerel
__ Coconut milk
__ Tomato puree
__ Pulses – beans and lentils
__ Quinoa
__ Brown rice
__ Pure vegetable stock, such as Bouillon powder
__ Oat cakes
__ Corn crackers
__ Pure nut butter

#8 Stock the fridge with:
__ Nuts and seeds
__ Lots of vegetables – a spectrum of colors, including lots of green leafy veggies –
spinach, kale, watercress, arugula… you know the drill

__ Live/Greek yogurt
__ Fresh fis
__ Fresh meat
__ Fresh poultry
__ Berries
__ Pure coconut water
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#9 Stock the fruit bowl with:
__ Lemons
__ Avocados
__ Slightly under-ripe bananas
__ Limes
__ Apples

#10 Swap margarine and low-fat spreads for real butter
#11 Empty the bread bin of refined b ead, rolls and pastries –

	throw in the garden to give the birds a treat! Replace with small
loaves of rye and whole-wheat pitas.
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Tips For Eating Out
Some of us will reserve eating out as a treat with friends or family – hello Cheat Day!
Others rely on restaurants, delis and cafes to fuel them through their lives. City life is
typically characterized by eating out and using kitchen units as wardrobe space (Carrie
Bradshaw, we’re talking to you!) Of course, we have guidance and tips to keep you fi mly
on track, wherever you are!
Avoid ‘fried food’ places. This stuff is d ipping in all the wrong fats, and
basically a slimmer’s foe. If fried chicken is your thing, then
throw caution to the chicken wings and enjoy
every bite, just don’t go there on a non-cheat
day… If it is the only option (i.e. you are in a
group and have been outvoted) see if the menu
has a lean non-fried option. Most will. Opt for that and
ditch the refined b ead that it is probably sandwiched
between. If they do a ‘salad’ side – there’s your meal!

Tip
#1

If you are in a coffee shop or café, resist
temptation in the form of pastries,
muffins and fruit oast. Cunningly, many
coffee shops now have ‘low-fat’ treats such
as lemon and poppy seed muffins – s e it
sounds pretty innocent and it may be ‘low-fat,’ but
notice how they’re less upfront about sugar content? This is because
these products are crammed with the stuff, which as you know, will swiftly take up
residence in your fat pockets before you’ve even walked out the door! The best snacks

Tip
#2
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to pick up in coffee shops are packets of mixed nuts or cups of fruit – ideally combine
the two together to make a balanced snack. The granola cups appear harmless enough,
but often they’re as sugary as that triple caramel slice, and will usually come with a pool
of ‘low-fat’ yogurt, swimming in sugars and chemicals.
Now over to the drink option. It probably goes without
saying to skip any syrup-swirled drinks. If coffee
is your poison, a couple a day will not harm –
just eat extra green leaves and drink plenty
of water to support your liver through its
increased workload. The very best brews to
choose are herbal – green, chamomile, peppermint…
the list goes on. Fruit teas don’t offer much apart from
a disappointing bitterness following the promisingly
sweet aroma. They can actually harm the enamel of
your teeth. Green tea is cuddled with antioxidants,
super refreshing and aromatic, as WELL as all the benefit
we’ve previously discussed – yes – green tea is the golden
coffee shop choice!

Tip
#3

What about sandwich bars? Many mainstream sandwich
shops are turning a ‘nutritionally aware’ corner. We are thrilled to see
boiled eggs with spinach cups, and hummus with leaves as options
amongst the originally carbohydrate-dense ocean of fodder available.
Salads are also moving forward – with options no longer drizzled in
creamy sauces and packed out with pasta. Go for salads that are protein based
– remember the ‘size of palm’ portion ideal, none of this light-scattering-of-shell-fish
on-a-bed-of-dressing-drenched-couscous-and-wilted-leaves-nonsense! Always, think
protein! Salad bowls should also come with a generous helping of vegetables – plenty
of greens, color, and maybe some avocado and olives. The dressing should be vinegar
and lemon juice based, if you’re going to pour that over your lunch. And watch the
level of carbohydrates – remember that up to ¼ of your plate is dedicated to complex
carbohydrates – avoid those with pasta, and opt instead for quinoa or brown rice.

Tip
#4
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Buy a couple of boiled eggs and combine with a generous cup of veggie
sticks for another perfect, balanced meal. Simple,
delicious and on-the-go! Potato chips are clearly
a no-no, but what about other sandwich
bar snacks? If they have kale chips on offer,
grab them! Seeds and nuts, or fresh fruit - great! Those
‘healthy’ granola bars? Avert your eyes! These are
pumped with sugar, practically comparable to a candy
bar, so stick with your all-natural snacks – available as
Mother Nature intended, so you know exactly what
you’re biting into!

Tip
#5

In cafes, skip sandwiches, as they usually
have nowhere near ideal portions of protein,
and too much carbohydrate. Go for omelets
with veggies, bean-based soups or protein-based
salads (think chicken, tuna, meat, eggs, tempeh or tofu, and a sprinkling of
seeds.) Avoid sodas, and skip to herbal teas, water with fresh lemon slices or sparkling
water with mint leaves.

Tip
#6

Best to avoid Little Italy on a normal day - all
of those pizza and pasta dishes are far too
tempting if you need to make a hurried
decision, or you’re having a bad day.
Stodgy, carb-heavy foods provide the
perfect (short-lived) anecdote to stress. The problem
is you’ll feel more stressed afterward at having let
yourself devour a bowl of spaghetti large enough to
feed a family of hungry Italians. The same applies to
noodle bars and Americanized Chinese restaurants – the
majority of the menu is fried, carb-rich or swimming in
sugar. Reserve only for ‘Cheat’ day…

Tip
#7
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Steak restaurants or fish joi ts are great choices. A lean piece of great
quality steak is a perfect protein to base your meal around. Avoid the
epic sized portions, with a plate filled with half a ow, and stick to the
ideal palm-sized portion. Keep it clean and avoid the add-on sauces
and fried cheese on top – the fl vors of a beautifully cooked steak do not
require these frills. The same goes for fish – pick whiche er one you fancy and
avoid sauces, breadcrumbs or batter. Lemon juice and black pepper are all you need
to enhance the fl vors. What about the accompaniments? Combine your steak or fis
with an array of whichever seasonal veggies they have on the menu - this will complete
your meal. Remember that vegetables are a form of carbohydrates, so everything is
there that you need. Go for color – fill half of our plate. These are pretty
straightforward rules to abide by wherever you are – always keep
it lean, clean and colorful.

Tip
#8

Tip
#9

Tip #7: Entree not on the cards? Soup is
always a good choice, just avoid the huge
hunks of bread that often come with.

Tip #8: What about dessert? Really fancy
a little sweet something to tie up your
meal, but ‘cheat’ day isn’t ‘til Saturday?
Why not split a light treat like sorbet?
Splitting frozen yogurt is another less sinful
delight. Just avoid chocolate fudge slices and ice cream
sundaes until you can splurge and enjoy guilt-free. If you stick
to the rule of just a few mouthfuls of light dessert, you aren’t set to sabotage your
progress.

Tip
#10

Tip #9: And what about drinks? Always order water with lemon slices when
you arrive at a restaurant. Find it boring? Switch to sparkling water at meal
times. Ditch the soda habit right now. Swap cocktails and mixers for a small
glass of red wine if you really fancy it, but limit it to just one, and sip slowly
to really savor the fl vors. If you are drinking a little alcohol with dinner, be
sure to order extra greens to keep your liver feeling loved, and stay well hydrated.

Tip
#10
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21
Supplement Advice
You may wish to support your nutritional intake with a great
quality supplement or two, to enhance your body’s powers,
and support particular biochemical mechanisms required
for optimal health and successful weight loss. Now,
there are supplements and there are supplements. A
large chunk of the nutritional supplement industry
is composed of low-quality pills and capsules that
will serve only as expensive urine. Here we give you
a breakdown of the supplement products mentioned
throughout this book, and how to sniff out quali y.
Fish oil – Fish oil provides the all-important omega 3
fatty acids, which is we have been waxing lyrical about
throughout this book! You want to look for a high potency
fish oil suppleme t providing omega 3 fatty acids in their natural
triglyceride form. The product will be broken down into a level of EPA and DHA – these
are the two active forms of omega 3. Look for products with about 520mg EPA and
370mg DHA in each daily supply.
Here’s a winning supplement:

FISH OIL

Probiotics – Remember when we enlightened you about the zoo that resides inside
of you back in chapter 7? Well probiotic supplements help to provide a daily shot of
this friendly bacteria into your colon to help improve digestive function, assist with
insulin control, metabolize essential fatty acids and even help determine how your body
stores calories. This may sound excessive but a good quality daily probiotic supplement
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supplies you with about 10 billion + of these good guys! Don’t worry you won’t be
bubbling up inside – 10 billion is a mere drop in the ocean compared to the bustling
community inside of you. It is also just enough to help ensure that your inner good guys
reign over the bad. Look for acidophilus or lactobacillus strains of probiotics.
Here is a great one that we recommend:

PROBIOTICS

Green tea – If you don’t think you’ll manage 5 cups a day of this health nectar, then
maybe supplementing is your best bet. Many scientific studies h ve linked daily green
tea consumption with assisting healthy weight loss, and indeed optimal wellbeing. Look
for around 400mg dosage.
Here is a good one:

GREEN TEA

Coconut oil – You need 100% pure, extra virgin coconut oil. Anything else, and you risk
cheap imitations with a splash of sugar and fl vorings.
Here is a good one:

COCONUT OIL

Always consult your medical practitioner before embarking
on any new supplement routine. Unfortunately we cannot
be there to assess your personal health status, and advise
you, so always check with a health professional firs ,
especially if you are undergoing any medical treatments.
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Recipes – Ideas to add to
your repertoire…
Breakfasts
Very Berry Smoothie
1 handful of berries
1 slightly under-ripe banana, sliced
2 tbsp. live/ Greek yogurt OR 2 scoops of whey powder
2 cups of coconut water
2 tbsp. chia seeds
1 handful of (lightly steamed and cooled) spinach

Oatmeal & Banana Split
2 tbsp. whole oatmeal (soaked overnight in cooled green tea)
2 tbsp. live/Greek yogurt
1 slightly under-ripe banana, sliced
5 walnuts, chopped
½ tsp. honey
Simply combine all ingredients in a bowl or glass, mix together and serve!
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Apple, Oats & Pumpkin Swirl
2 tbsp. live yogurt
2 tbsp. pumpkin seeds
1 chopped apple (raw or stewed)
2 tbsp. whole oatmeal (soaked overnight in
water or cooled green tea)
1 tsp. ground cinnamon

Home-Made Muesli (for a batch)
1 cup of puffed buckwheat
1 cup of quinoa flake
1 cup of shredded coconut (no added sugar)
1 cup of flaked almond
½ cup of goji berries
½ cup of chia seeds
½ cup of pumpkin seeds
Instructions: Mix the above ingredients together in a tub and store in a dark, cool
place. Always soak overnight before serving, you can do this in water or cooled green
tea, for a splash more antioxidants at breakfast! Each portion is 3-4 heaped tbsp. Enjoy
with either unsweetened almond milk, cow’s milk or 2 tbsp. live yogurt, and a portion
of fresh fruit of your choice – berries or pineapple chunks go perfectly.
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Minty Melon Morning Salad
¼ watermelon, sliced and chopped into bite-sized chunks
1 handful of mint, chopped and scattered over melon chunks
1 handful of pineapple/mango/papaya chunks
3 tbsp. live yogurt
1 tbsp. mixed seeds sprinkled on top

Avocado Eggs
2 scrambled eggs
½ avocado
1 handful of mixed mushrooms, grilled

Smoky Eggs
2 poached eggs
Small strips of smoked salmon
1 handful of spinach, wilted

Green Goddess Omelet
2 egg omelet
1 handful of broccoli, chopped into small chunks
1 handful of spinach
1 small handful of feta chunks
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Papaya Smoothie
1 handful of papaya chunks
1 tbsp. fresh mint leaves
½ lemon or lime juice
2 cups of coconut water
1 slightly under-ripe banana
1 handful of spinach
2 tbsp. live yogurt
2 tbsp. chia seeds
Instructions: Blend in a juicer and serve

A Very Berry Breakfast
200 ml coconut milk (pure)
1 handful of blueberries
1 handful of strawberries
3 tbsp. live yogurt
2 tbsp. rolled oats (soaked overnight in cooled green tea/ water)
A little honey to taste
Instructions: Gently heat the coconut milk with the oats for 5 minutes, and stir. Once
warm, transfer to a bowl and add the berries and honey (to taste – no more than 1 tsp.)
Dollop the yogurt on top and enjoy.
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Snacks
Banana & Nut Butter Bites
Chop a slightly under-ripe banana into approx. 2 cm thick chunks.
Then build tiny ‘sandwiches’ using the bananas as the ‘bread’ and nut butter as the
fillin .

Kale Chips
(The following makes a batch. 1 portion is equal to 1 heaped handful)
Preheat the oven to 350F
Take 2 handfuls of kale, with the thick stems carefully cut away from the leaves.
Cut the leaves into bite-sized pieces
Sprinkle with ½ tsp. sea salt & drizzle with coconut oil
Place on a baking tray and bake until crispy, but not singed!
Add a sprinkling of paprika or cayenne pepper
Serve with hummus as a dip

Stuffed Prunes
Stuff 2 prunes with eithe :
1 tsp. cottage cheese into each, or
1 tsp. pure nut butter in each

Cucumber Towers
Chop 12x2mm wide cucumber slices
Build a mini towers, using 3 slices and spread a layer of:
Hummus, cottage cheese or cream cheese between each slice
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Stuffed Olives
Stuff 6 plump g een olives with…
Chunks of feta
Blanched almonds
Sundried tomatoes
Garlic cloves
Roasted bell peppers
Hummus

Oatcake Toppings
Top 2 oatcakes with one of the following ideas…
Hummus & chopped olives
Feta slices & halved grapes
Cottage cheese & pineapple chunks
Nut butter & sliced banana
Cheese slices & pickles
Cream cheese & beetroot slices
Cold meat chunks & apple slices
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Lunches
Tomato, Ham & Asparagus Towers
2 large beef tomatoes, sliced thickly
4 spears of cooked asparagus, sliced
1 palm-size portion of good-quality ham
1 ball of buffalo m zzarella, torn into strips
1 small handful of fresh basil, torn
1 avocado, sliced
Simply build 3 towers using these fresh ingredients, and eat for lunch! You can bake
and eat hot or cold, or eat them raw (but best to lightly steam the asparagus first!

Sweet ‘n’ Savory Quinoa (serves 2)
½ cup of dried quinoa, cooked in boiling water with 1 tsp. vegetable stock (e.g.
vegetable Bouillon)
2 palm-sized portions of cold cooked chicken or turkey chunks (or raw or baked feta
cheese chunks or 200ml cooked chickpeas)
1 red pepper, diced
1 small red onion, diced
1 apple, chopped into bite-sized chunks
2 tbsp. sultanas
2 tbsp. mixed seeds
½ tsp. dried turmeric
½ tsp. dried cinnamon
Instructions: Lightly stir fry the red pepper and onion in a little coconut oil. Then
combine the cooked quinoa, meat, apple, raisins, seeds and spices and toss together –
serve hot or cold. Great to store in fridge, and delicious hot or cold.
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Hummus
(enough for a weekly batch) – alternatively buy a pot of pre-made hummus, check that all
ingredients are natural, with no preservatives or additives
14oz chickpeas
4 tbsp. lemon juice
4 garlic cloves, crushed
2 tsp. ground cumin or nutmeg
200ml tahini (sesame seed paste)
8 tbsp. water
4 tbsp. extra virgin olive oil or coconut oil
2 tsp. paprika
Instructions: Drain & rinse the chickpeas. Combine them with the lemon juice,
garlic, cumin, tahini and water in a blender, and blast until you have a creamy puree
consistency. Add a little salt if you desire. Drizzle with the olive oil and sprinkle with
paprika. Refrigerate.
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Strawberry Fields Salad
(serves 2)
1 small handful of nuts – pecans or walnuts work well
2 palm-sized portions of chunks of protein – your choice of cold cooked chicken/
turkey/ bacon/ pork/ raw or baked feta/ raw mozzarella/ cooked seasoned tofu
2 cups of strawberries, sliced
2 handfuls of watercress
2 handfuls of arugula
2 carrots, sliced
½ cucumber, diced
1 red bell pepper, diced
For dressing:
In a cup mix 2 tbsp. olive oil, 1 tbsp. cider/balsamic vinegar, juice of 1 lime and 1 tsp. of
honey
Instructions: Combine all above salad ingredients, dress and serve! A perfect summer
dish!
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Shellfish & vocado Salad
1 avocado, peeled and halved, with the stone
removed
1 handful of shelled, cooked shellfis
2 tbsp. live yogurt
Juice of 1 lemon or lime
1 handful of watercress
2 cooked beetroots, sliced
1 handful of cherry vine tomatoes
Instructions: Mix the lemon with the yogurt. Pile the shellfish on op of the avocado
and serve with a salad of watercress, beetroots and tomatoes.

Walnut & Chicory Feast
Combine:
1 chicory, with the leaves chopped
6 walnuts, chopped
1 handful of arugula
5 green olives or small handful of sundried
tomatoes
Palm-sized piece of feta cheese or marinated
tofu chopped into chunks (you may wish to add
beetroot/ apple chunks/ pineapple chunks for a
sweetness to the dish)
Dress with balsamic or cider vinegar, seed oil of your choice and lemon juice
Scatter with mixed seeds
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Meaty Eggplant Tower – (Serves 2)
2 small organic beef/chicken/turkey/gammon steaks, cooked and thinly sliced
1 eggplant, sliced into 2 cm thick pieces.
1 red onion, sliced
1 handful of fresh Cilantro, chopped
1 ball of buffalo m zzarella, sliced
Instructions: Drizzle some coconut oil over the eggplant slices, and create a ‘tower’
with the eggplant slices acting as the ‘bread.’ Fill with the cooked meat, red onion and
mozzarella (torn into chunks) and bake for 30 min. Once cooked, add a sprinkling of
Cilantro and serve with a watercress and arugula salad. For vegetarians, leave out the
steak, and add some beans, tofu or extra mozzarella in its place.
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Dinners
Stuffed Peppers
(serves 2)
4 bell peppers – mixture of colors, or all red
2 cooked chicken breasts/ turkey breasts chopped OR mixed cooked beans
½ cup of fl t leaf parsley
1 egg
1 red onion, diced
1 can of chopped tomatoes
2 tsp. paprika
3 tbsp. quinoa, cooked
1palm-sized block of feta cheese OR mozzarella, chopped
Instructions: In a bowl, mix the cooked rice, cooked chicken/beans, chopped parsley,
beaten egg, diced onion, ½ can of chopped tomatoes and 1 tsp. of paprika. Mix
together. Take your bell pepper, cut the top off and d -seed. Then fill the peppers wit
the mixture, adding the feta chunks as you go. Then cover the peppers with olive/
coconut oil and bake in the oven at 400 F for 45 minutes, or until the peppers look
nicely tender, but not burnt. As they are baking, pour the rest of the canned tomatoes
in a pan, with the rest of the paprika and heat. This will be the sauce to pour over the
peppers.
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Garlic Beef/Pork/Tofu + Veggie Skewers
(serves 2)
2 palm-sized pieces of high-quality - preferably organic – beef or pork, or tofu
2 cloves of garlic, crushed
Soy sauce
1 inch of ginger root, grated
1 tsp. dried chillies (optional)
1 green pepper, cut into chunks
1 red onion, cut into large chunks
8 cherry tomatoes or olives
Instructions: Marinate the meat/tofu in garlic, ginger, soy sauce and chillies, then grill
on skewers with the veggie chunks until cooked thoroughly/to your taste. You can add
more soy sauce to serve. Serve with brown rice (no more than 2 tbsp. per portion) and
a green leafy salad
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Pineapple Chicken Stir Fry
(serves 2)
2 chicken breasts, cooked (or two palm-sized pieces of tofu, chopped & cooked)
1 large handful of chopped pineapple
1 red onion, sliced
2 carrots, sliced
2 handfuls of spinach
1 zucchini, sliced
2 limes
3 tbsp. soy sauce
1 tbsp. honey
1 large handful of rice noodles
2 tbsp. sesame seeds
Instructions: Combine the chicken (or tofu) in a wok with 1tbsp. coconut oil. Then
add the vegetables and cook until tender. Toss in the rice noodles and pineapple, then
mix the ingredients up. Heat for a few minutes, then add the soy sauce, honey, juice of
both limes and scatter the sesame seeds over once you’ve served it up
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Tuna Steaks with Tomato Salsa
(serves 2)
2 pieces of tuna steak, grilled to your taste
2 handfuls of kale, steamed
For the tomato salsa:
6 cherry tomatoes, chopped
½ red onion, diced
½ zucchini, chopped
3 tbsp. tomato puree
½ tsp. cayenne pepper
1 handful of mixed mushrooms, chopped
2 tbsp. coconut oil
2 tbsp. fresh parsley, chopped
Instructions: In a pan with a little coconut oil, gently stir fry the onion, cherry
tomatoes, zucchini and mushrooms. Once tender, add the cayenne pepper, olive
oil and tomato puree. Heat for a few minutes and serve on top of the tuna, with a
sprinkling of parsley. Serve alongside the steamed kale.
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Salmon Burgers
(serves 2)
½ pound of wild salmon, with the skin removed and chopped finel
½ tbsp. grated fresh root ginger
1 garlic clove, crushed
Pinch of salt
1 egg, beaten
2 tbsp. dill
1 tbsp. sesame seeds
1 tbsp. coconut oil
Instructions: In a bowl mix all the above ingredients except only use half of the
coconut oil. Form the mixture into 2 patties. Coat with the remaining oil. Chill for
at least 30 minutes in the fridge. Preheat oven to 400 F and on a baking tray, bake
the burgers for 30 min or until they are cooked through. Flip them over once during
cooking.
Serve with a green leaf salad, beetroot and salsa, sandwiched between two fi m
lettuce leaves instead of bread!
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7 Day Plan
Here we have created a week’s food plan, to put all of our advice into action! Use this as
a go-to guide to help shape your meals and snacks from now on! Note, there is no ‘cheat
day’ in our guide, because the fun of that is for you to dream up!

DAY 1
Start every day with a tall glass of hot water, lemon slices, ½ inch of grated root
ginger &/or 1 tbsp. cider vinegar. Throughout the day, aim for 3 liters (100 fl oz)
of liquids with lemon slices in each glass!
Breakfast
2 eggs – boiled/scrambled/poached
With 1 large handful of watercress/spinach/arugula
1 handful of additional veg/fruit, e.g. 1 handful of tomatoes – raw/grilled or lightly
fried in coconut oil
Optional: Add 2 oat or rye crackers, with a light spread of butter or hummus if required
If this sounds like a high maintenance breakfast, all you need is a little
preparation. On a Sunday, when you have ten minutes spare, hard boil a
batch of eggs. Allow to cool, then you can store them in the fridge for the next few
days – there as go-to snacks, and to quickly throw together with some greens and
veggies for breakfast!

Tip!
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Snack
1 apple with 2 tsp. pure nut butter
Nut butter is a fantastic food to add a delicious hit of protein to a snack or
meal. But steer clear of many peanut butter spreads that have a wave of
sugar stirred through. Instead, always look for the ‘pure’ insurance tag, and find
them in all good health shops. Cashew, almond and walnut butters are all delicious
and you can even get seed variations too, such as pumpkin seed butter. Great if
you’re not into nibbling on nuts and seeds, but know that the goodness is too much
to miss out on.

Tip!

Lunch
Avocado and salmon boats – Simply chop 1 avocado in half and fill both with 1 can o
salmon, mixed with 1 tbsp. Greek yogurt and the juice of ½ lemon. Serve on a salad
of green leaves, with beetroot, radishes and diced red onion. Top with a sprinkling of
paprika. You may add 1 mini whole-wheat/ gluten-free pita bread if desired.
This lunch option is quick to prepare. You simply need to slice the avocado, combine the
fish with ogurt and lemon juice, and then toss the salad together. Ready in minutes, so
perfect for home or work.

Snack
2 celery sticks
Filled with 1 tbsp. cottage cheese OR hummus in each stick
Sprinkling of 1 tbsp. seeds on top – your choice of pumpkin, sunfl wer, flax, sesam ,
chia or a mega mix of the above!
This is quick and simple to throw together at home or at work 
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Dinner
(recipe serves 2)
2 plump turkey breasts
1 ball of mozzarella OR 1 palm-sized piece of cubed goat’s cheese/feta
1 tsp. dried rosemary
1 tsp. dried thyme
Balsamic vinegar to serve
2 tbsp. sweet potato mash – optional
Instructions: Stuff the tu key breasts with the cheese and bake at 350F for 45 min,
or until thoroughly cooked through. The cheese will be all gooey or stringy inside,
depending on type used. Sprinkle with herbs and drizzle with the vinegar to serve
alongside lightly steamed kale, carrots and asparagus. You can serve with 2 tbsp. sweet
potato mash if desired.
Psst! Remember your desk yoga if you can’t possibly fit in one of our ‘express workout’
ideas today. Cast your eyes over our chapter 13, Habits of the Naturally Slim tips, to
reassess of how you’ll go about daily life this week!

DAY 2
Breakfast
¼ cup of whole, pure oatmeal
¾ cup of nut milk such as unsweetened almond milk to stir through
1 tsp cinnamon
½ slightly under-ripe banana, chopped on top
1 small handful of dark berries
6 nuts
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2 tbsp. mixed seeds
The night before, pour the oatmeal and milk into a saucepan ready for the
morning and pop back in the fridge to keep fresh. Chop the fruit and pop in a
cup in the fridge – so that all you need to do is quickly warm up and sprinkle on the
toppings come the morning.

Tip!

Snack
2 tbsp. hummus with handful of raw veggie sticks

Lunch
2 skewers with:
Matchbox size piece of cheese, broken into chunks
Palm-sized piece of cold meat, cut into chunks – good quality ham/ chicken/ turkey/
beef
5 green olives
¼ cucumber, cut into slices
6 cherry tomatoes
Served with a green leaf salad, drizzled with cider vinegar and seed oil

Tip!

This takes only a few minutes to prepare the night before, and take skewers
into work in a container to store in the fridge.

Snack
1 small pot of live yogurt with 1 tbsp. coconut oil stirred
through & 1 crisp apple
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Dinner
Baked piece of white fish – seasoned with black pepper and jui e of ½ lemon/lime
2 tbsp. brown rice, drizzled with a little soy sauce
Steamed spinach, broccoli, caulifl wer and carrots

Tip!

To make the veggies more flavorsome, crush 1 clove of fresh garlic and grate
½ inch of root ginger and stir through once they have been cooked and right
before you serve.

Psst! Have you remembered your facial gymnastics today..?

Day 3
Breakfast
2 egg omelet with
large handful of spinach
½ chopped red bell pepper
Black pepper to season

Tip!

TIP! Cook with 1 tbsp. coconut oil

Snack
1 pear, chopped
1 tbsp. mixed seeds

Tip!
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which can go rancid if exposed to heat. Keep them cool and their goodness
preserved!
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Lunch
1 can of tuna, mixed with juice of ½ lemon & 1 tbsp. hummus
On a bed of green leaves: watercress, arugula, spinach
2 cooked beetroots
6 radishes
Dressed with ½ tbsp. cider vinegar & juice of ½ lemon
1 tbsp. mixed seeds sprinkled on top
2 oat/corn/rye crackers with a spread of cottage cheese, optional

Snack
2 pieces of dried fruit – prunes/ dates/ dried apricots
1 small handful of nuts – 6 in total
Carrying a bag of mixed nuts, and dried fruit around in your bag is a great
way to ensure that you have an emergency supply of snack sustenance with
you at all times! This will help keep you from falling for the charms of cookies,
candy and potato chips when hunger strikes!

Tip!

Dinner
1 palm-sized piece of lean steak, marinated in:
½ inch of fresh ginger root
(Then grilled)
Serve with garlic seasoned steamed broccoli and kale
2 grilled mushrooms, sprinkled with spices of choice
2 tbsp. caulifl wer mash with:
1 tsp. butter & ½ tsp nutmeg stirred through
Psst! Have you managed to get coconut oil into your day? Stir it into drinks, cook with it,
add it to snacks or spoon it in straight!
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Day 4
Breakfast
Pina Colada Porridge:
¼ cup of whole, pure oatmeal
¾ cup of pure coconut milk
½ tsp. honey or coconut sugar
Gently heated
Once heated, add 1 handful of pineapple chunks
Plus 2 tbsp. mixed seeds
1 tbsp. pure coconut oil stirred through

Snack
1 small pot of live yogurt
1 tsp. cinnamon
1 handful of berries

Lunch
1 slice of whole-wheat or gluten-free toast, spread
with a little butter
1 can of sardines
Serve with 1 large handful spinach, cherry tomatoes
and 6 olives
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Tip!

You can get sardines in tomato sauce or olive oil – choose whichever you
fancy, and it is best to opt for the ones that have their bones in. They are soft
and you can mash them into the fish meat for a super source of calcium

Snack
1 small piece of coconut
5 cashew nuts

Tip!

You can find fresh coconut in all good supermarkets. It is a great source of
good fats and digestive health enhancing properties

Dinner
Pesto Chicken & Pine Nut Salad (recipe serves 2)
2 chicken breasts, with their skin
3 tbsp. green basil pesto
1 clove of garlic, minced
½ lemon juice & zest
2 handfuls of arugula
8 spears of steamed asparagus
1 red bell pepper
4 tbsp. pine nuts
Balsamic Vinegar
Instructions: Mix the green pesto, garlic, lemon juice + zest in a bowl. Take the chicken
breasts and carefully lift the skin without tearing it off. Under the skin stuff the esto
+ lemon mixture evenly, then brush with olive oil and bake for 35-40 minutes or until
thoroughly cooked – the skin will be crispy. Serve with the arugula salad, asparagus and
bell pepper, with the pine nuts sprinkled on top, and a splash of Balsamic.
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Psst! Have you managed to go for a walk today yet? Remember to pick up the pace
as if you’re late for a meeting! If you’re taking out the dog, he will enjoy the sense of
excitement!

Day 5
Breakfast
2 scrambled eggs
1 slice of whole wheat toast with a little butter
1 handful of mixed mushrooms, grilled &/OR
1 handful of watercress

Snack
2 dried apricots
Dipped in 1 tsp. nut butter each

Lunch
Greek-style cold platter:
2 tbsp. hummus
1 palm-sized piece of feta cheese, broken into chunks
1 handful of green olives
2 vine tomatoes
½ small red onion, finely sli ed
On a bed of green leaves
Dressed in olive oil and balsamic vinegar
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Snack
1 large slice of melon
1 handful of almonds

Dinner
Shellfish & Mango stir f y (serves 2)
Cook 2 large handfuls of shellfish in 1 tbs . coconut oil
Put aside
In a wok heat 1 tbsp. coconut oil and add:
1 diced onion
1 handful of chopped broccoli
2 chopped carrots
2 large handfuls of kale and stir fry for a few minutes until tender
Add the shellfish i to the wok
Add 3 tbsp. soy sauce
Juice of 1 lime
½ tsp. dried turmeric
Once all is cooked through and infusing add 1 handful of chopped mango
& 1 inch of grated root ginger, then serve!
You can add 2 tbsp. cooked quinoa or brown rice, optional
Psst! How many cups of green tea have you had today..?
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Day 6 - a fasting day
So today we drink lots of water throughout the morning and stay really well hydrated, until
lunchtime when we break our fast!

Lunch
1 small sweet potato, baked
Filled with your choice of tinned tuna, tinned salmon, cottage cheese, 3 bean salad, or
hummus and chopped red bell pepper – just remember protein size portion is equal to
the size of your palm
Served with a colorful salad – based on mixed green leaves

Snack
1 handful of berries
1 small tub of live yogurt

Dinner
Coconut Stir Fry (serves 2)
In a saucepan add the contents of a pure can of coconut milk & add 2 tsp. vegetable
bouillon, and 4 tbsp. pot barley or brown rice – allow to cook until grain is tender
Meanwhile in a wok add 1 tbsp. coconut oil, and add 1 handful of cherry tomatoes,
and at least 4 vegetables of your choice, e.g. onion, cabbage, leeks, carrot, bell
peppers, spinach, broccoli. Cook until tender, and then add 1 tsp. ground turmeric.
Once the coconut milk rice/barley is cooked – pour the saucepan contents into the
wok and stir. Add 2 cloves of crushed garlic and 1 inch of root ginger. Stir and allow
fl vors to infuse then serve with:
Fish fillet of choi e/ 400g cooked chickpeas/ marinated tempeh/ shell fish – eac
serving with a palm-sized portion of protein each
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Psst! In this plan, we have put the two fasting days as consecutive days, but you can
choose any 2 days in the week to practice intermittent fasting. If you would really rather
not fast at all, and stick to the program for every day of the week, then that is fine too!
We just want to give you options and explain the benefits of various healthy styles of
eating.

Day 7 – a fasting day
Lunch
Skinny Burger & Sweet Potato Fries (serves 2)
5oz lean minced beef – preferably organic
12g chopped fresh Cilantro
½ red onion
½ tsp. Dijon mustard
1 free range egg
½ tbsp. extra virgin olive oil
A little salt & freshly ground black pepper
To serve:
Sliced pickles
Avocado
Mozzarella cheese
Iceberg lettuce
Instructions: Preheat the grill. Mix burger ingredients in a bowl and stir to combine,
then once mixed create two equal sized burger patties. Grill the burgers for 15 min or
until cooked through, then flip them. Top each patty with a slice of mozzarella toward
the end of cooking time and allow to melt.
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Serve with slices of avocado and sliced pickles. Instead of a bun, sandwich the patties
with large crisps leaves of iceberg lettuce
For The Sweet Potato Fries
1 sweet potato, chopped into ‘fry’ pieces, coated in coconut oil and 1 tsp. paprika,
pinch of salt and pinch of black pepper. Bake for 40 minutes on a tray in the oven at
400 F until they are cooked thoroughly – soft inside and crispy on the outside!

Tip!

Serve alongside a green mixed salad

Snack
1 pear + 1 handful of almonds

Dinner
Walnut & Chicory Salad
(with pop of protein of choice!)
Combine:
1 chicory, leaves chopped
6 chopped walnuts
1 handful of arugula & 6 olives
Palm-sized piece of cold meat OR feta cheese, chopped into chunks (may wish to add
beetroot/ grapes/ pineapple for a sweetness to dish)
Dress the salad in lemon juice, cider vinegar and black pepper
Sprinkle 1 tbsp. mixed seeds on top
Serve with 1 mini whole-wheat pita dipped in 1-2 tbsp. hummus
Psst! You may wish to switch lunch and dinner options around – if you fancy a larger
meal in the evening!
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